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have this image in my head of the perfect editorial.
It sets up the relevant issue, but also looks
outwards. It's both engaging and enIightertin&
witty where appropriate but not grandstandi.ng it
generates a response of some kind in the reader. 11
romes out in one draft, in one sitting even. to exactly
the righllength.lt'seasy.
Much like the imag\> I have in my head of the
perfect issue of V«tor, I suspect that reality is never
quite going to maldl. up_ CoId-start soap-boxing is
something
never quite managed 10 get the hang of
- I feel much more comfortable when I have a hook to
hang my thoughts from. which is one of the reasons
I've been 50 keen on therned issues of Vtdm'.
Unfortunately. this time around there's nothing to tie
the contents of the issue together except Gabe
Olouinard's rather fine cover.
And [ have more to intl'Odure than usuaL since
you'll notice - or may already have noticed - that this
issue we don't hilve any book reviews. There's an
Archipelago essay (my review of 90me British short
fiction magazines, held over from last issue).. but no
full reviews rolumn. 'The reason is simply that the
magazine schedule slipped slightly at the end of last
year; to get back on track w({ve put together two
issues more or less in panlIeJ. but (alas) reviewers can
only review so fasl
Originally, this was going lo be an issue about
Cities. From Trantor to Midgar to Hay, the dties of sf
and fantasy have fascinated me £of years, and these
days the pickings seem to be as rich as they've ever
been. In 2006 alone I travelled to Kl!vin Brockmeier's
city of the dead,. Jeft Vand~5 Ambergris, Will
Selfs present and future Lcndons, Alan Campbelfs
Detopgate, Scott Lynch's Camorr, M. John Hani9on's
Saudadc, and several others. (I even acquired an
album by a band called Cities. It wasn't great.) And
they offer, at least to me, a wide variety of topics to
write about. But the best·laid plans, and all that. a
couple of artides fell by the wayside, and a couple
more fell into my lap, and in the end all that remains of
Plan A is a fascinating transcript of a panel from
Interaction. featuring Jeffrey Ford, Michael Swanwick.
!an R MacIeod. and Oaire Weaver discussing
'Fantastic Cities'.
I suppose. if I really wanted 10, I could draw some
sort of line from 'Fantastic Oties' through James
Baron's interview with Anton Mans - whidl discusses
both a future London. and some things that sf should
be doing but isn't - to Ken MacLeod's essay 'The
Human as Alien', whidl. was first aired as his Guest of
Honour speech at last year's Novacon. and whidl.
makes an argument not just for what sf should be
doing, but for what only sf am do. And then I ooukI
direct you to Adam Roberts' argumett for sdenre

I

"Ye

fiction as a 'Leibnizian' genre,. in whidl the parts
recapitulate the whole. And since he explores this idea
by looking at the nature of a fixotJp, which takes
Stephen Baxter's recent book &splmdmt as its
inspiration. And then there's a brilliant essay by
Stephen Baxter, expklrirlg the work of Nevil Shute.
fifty years ~ the pubUcation of On tM &ldl.
But all that is more than a little fon.ro. so what I
should really do is send you off into the issue to
expl<Xe it for yomseIve;.. I do want to talk about one of
this issue's feabJ~ though. which is an extended
discussion of what the BSFA does or should do to
recognise non-fiction writing. The discussion - which
includes contributions from Paul Kinca.id, Farah
Mendlesohn, Adam Roberts, Graham Sleight,. and
many others - sprang up on the Vtdor blog
(http://vectoreditors.woropress.com/) after it was
announc:ed that this year the BSFA was pre<iellting a
Recommended Reading Ust of non-fiction, but no
overall award. ll\e category has been in flux for a few
years now: it was first introduced, as a voted award,. in
2001; declining voting numbers led to its suspension in
2004; for 2005, a combined nominations-frortl'members
and decision-by.judged-paneI approach was tried.

selecting a winner and a companion recommended
reading list; and this year, as I already mentioned.
there's a recommended reading list based on
nominations from members, but no overall winner.
Why this last change? largely because of the
criticisms levelled .. t the 2005 award. I'm not going to

by to summarise the discussion it provoked here. since
it explores many and varied topics more thoroughly
than I have space for here, but what it comes down to
are two key questions:. should the BSF A be recognising
non-6ction ..bout sn And if so, how? As you'd expect.
many suggestions are thrown out in the course of the
discussion. but - to be blunt - most of them come from
people who have a dog in the fight. We need more
feedback,. from as many people as possible, so please
read the discussion and send your thoughts to
vector.editors@gtnaiLcom, evCrl if it's just a note in
favour or ..gainst an Award. J hope to be ..ble to
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To a large extent I've resisted getting dIawn into
the discussion myself. largely because I don't think I
have any original ideas to put on the table. I'd love to
_
see the BSFA recognise norl-'fiction in some way although bear in mind that I also have .. dog in the
fight, at Imst technically - but I'm damned if I can
work out what thebirest solution is. I'm sure there is a
perled system out there, to go with my perkct Vtdor
and my perfect editoria~ and I'm sure all three are
unattainable; but I also think all three are worth trying Editorial

ro..

by Niall
Harrison
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MS: It's the feeling that there was greatness in our
past, but it's over and gone. That was an 18th
a!ntury discovery, made when they started going to
look at all the Roman ruins. And that's melancholy,
but also strangely satisfying. this mournful feeling
of glory lost.
JF: The historical part of cities really interests me
too. One of the reviewers said The Por/mil of Mrs
Charbllqut, which takes place in New York City, was
like Edith Wharton's New York, but with somebody
lurking behind every hansom cab, some evil
presence round every comer. So it was really a
fictional city that J created, but the way I did it was
that I went to New York, and as I was walking
around I tried to see some of these places from a
turn of the a!ntury perspective. I realised that every
city is really a palimpsest of history. When you're
walking through the cily, you see things that have
been there since the 19th century, like an old
lamppost, and right next to it will be the latest
greatest architecture. Cities are historical wreckage
in and of themselves. I noticed it in London when I
was there - the very modern, and also very old,
together at the same time. And that's why if you're
writing a no\'e1 and you're trying to create a culture,
Ihe city is really the place to go, because you can
embody a culture by showing one of its cities. It has
all the different influences and complexities of that
culture.
The follow is a trllII$C1'ipl of a palld hdd al Internetioll
back it! 200s TIle remit WItS HA ce/ebratiou of all the
mallY wild, llIollderful, I'ibralll, dallgeTOI's alld l'xcitiug
e/titS offllUIIlSY /itrratrlu tht fIIlrticipallts lITt'ri leJfrey
Ford, larl R. Mllclrodlllrd Mic!rlll'15wallwick, alld till'
1Il00/l'ralorwllsClaireWl'aI'ff.
H

;

MICHAEL SWANWICK: The thing about cities is they
allow you to leave out all the dull stuff. All the
marching around over nondescript land~ape,
avoiding the armies of Hell and the like. You can
just go next door.

JEfFREY FORD: The thing about fantasy cities is
decrepitude. You see it in ~ience fiction too,
especially Ridley $coli's vision in Blade RI/IIl/rr,
which is a classic, but I think it plays more in
fantasy. The precedent is Gormtllghllst. If you see
paintings by sciena! fiction arlists they're these
gleaming Metropolis visions, you know what I mean?
With spaa!ports and big highways. Whereas I think
fantasy lends itself more to the decrepit city. There's
more of a sense of romance to it, there's more of a
sense of melancholy to it. that for some reason seems
to play better in fantasy than in a science fictional
world.

MS: There's also a strange kind of richness to it. I'm
working on a fantasy novel set in the Tower of Babel
-so of course l"ve been going to New York City a lot
and talking 10 people there about what it's like. I
asked one of my friends what he liked best about
New York City, and he said, HForty-five different
kinds of mustard". If you live out in the country and
you want a choice of forty-five different kinds of
mustard, you'd belter be rich. But you can be blu('collar in New York, you can be just getting along
and still have a choice of mustards.
tAN R. MACLEOD: I think one of the important things
about cities, the way we've talked about them, is
that they're organic. And in a way, they're far more
organic and evolving than Ihe countryside. The
~ope for a writer, from the point of view of
describing' A Desert' or 'A Forest', be it beautiful
English scenery or Scottish Highlands or whatever,
is actually quite limited. Ona! you've described the
mountains, the lochs, the deer running away from
you or running towards you, where do you go? At
the very least you need to add a shepherd's hut and
go into it. You need the works of man, I think, to be
able 10 create interesting fiction, because fiction is
almost always, if not invariably, about human
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beings, not simply about landscape. A landscape
people have moulded is what's interesting. And
cities - yes, they're a landscape that has been
moulded, but in a sense the landscape of a city is out
of control. If you wander around Glasgow, or as Jeff
was saying,. New York or London, you don't have a
sense of ,my great overriding theme or plan. The city
has developed in various ways according to the halfformed wishes of our forefathers, and then gone off
in other directions again. And [ think the changing
and organic nature of cities - the sense that they
have a presence of their own and a purpose of their
own - combined with the fact that they are a far
more interesting and varied reflection of human
nature. and what humans are trying to achieve, than
a more rural setting,. always makes them a far bigger
draw in terms of depicting human activity.
MS: There's also the fact that every city - every real
city - has its own personality. If you look at the
great Renaissance paintings, you'll see the s.1me
models popping up in works by different artists.
The woman who was particularly beautiful. who
really had that allure the artist wanted. And what
we have now instead is we have citics working in
the same way. How many fantasy novels have there
been set in London, which presume London to be
one of the great treasures of the world? Of course, so
is New York...
]F; I don't know if you guys have this show over
here - when I was a kid there used to be a show on
television called Tire Naked City, and it had a line, the
beginning of it was - and this is going back to what
Jan said - "There's a million stories in the naked
city:' I remember when I was a kid, that just blew
my mind - when you go through the city and look
at every lighted window, there's something going
on in there. It's like a collection of stories. And as lan
said, it really is the people that make it, that you're
writing about, that give it its culture.
CLA1RE WEAVER; When you're writing your fantastic
cities, how do you research them? How do you map
them out?
MS: I always start with a map. That's the very first
thing. Maps will tell you strange stuff. When you
have a map, you can say, hey, there'd be a view
from there, and people would be using this road... a
city map is like a launching board for a story. The
city starts telling you things about itself, and it's
really quite exciting.
IRM: Interestingly, because I think - well. let me ask
you, Mike - would you want readers to see these
maps?
MS; Oh sure. Look at the maps for Lankhmar, and
Ankh-Morporkh, they're similar maps. People put

them up on their walls. Despite the fact that Terry
Pratchelt said he would never do a map because that
would limit him, this fannish madman did a
beautihll map, and as far as J know that didn't
dismay him it all, that just filled him with
excitement about new possibilities.
IRM: I think you do end up having to do a map. But
when [ first start writing something, J think I'd
rather be surprised. [n some sense [ think you could
argue that cities are un-mappable. That's part of the
appeal - you've always got to allow room because
there always is more room, the basement or the
alleyway or the hidden courtyard or the ruined
palace. And for that reason I avoid thinking in terms
of maps, until [ get to a certain point, and then in
terms of practicalities you realise, well, you have to
keep it straight. The reader isn't necessarily drawing
the map in their mind, but [ think if you don't have
a relatively clear idea - "it's three blocks and left" then they'll notice. So I avoid big maps, I guess for
the same reason Terry Pratchetl avoids them,
because potentially they're limiting,. but at the same
time I think they have to be there. It's really about
what level of priority you give them. On the
question of sharing them with your readers - J
personally have seen too many maps in books. Of all
kinds. I'd rather build a city up in my head.
MS: [ think Meryvn Peake, in the Gormt'llghast
books, he must have had some kind of map
somewhere, because the distances between different
places were always consistent. People would be
climbing oiler roofs and they'd come down here or
there, but yOll never got the feeling that something
was closer one day and further away the next. The
whole series of books were so wonderfully
consistent that if he didn't have a written-down
map, he must have had one in his mind.
JF; I created one fantastic city, the Well-Built City, in
Thc Pllysioguomy. Compiued to Mrs C/lIlrbllque it was
much more fun in a way, because r could just make
stuff up as I went along, which J enjoyed. And Mrs
ChQrbuqljC was much more work because it was set
in a real city - I totally agree with what lan and
Michael were saying about that. I found this book
called Moses Killg'S Diary of New York - something
like that -maybe it wasAll1lanacofNL'1l! York- and it
had everything in it, and it was for the year that the
book was set. I found it as a reprint in Barnes and
Noble, and then J could find out how much a cup of
coffee was from a stand on the street, where all the
statues were, where the department of health was,
who the head of the department of health was that
year, all this information. And you'd think that
would make me stick to the facts, and that it would
be very cut and dried, but really it gave me much
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more of an opportunity to spin off in my own way.
And in a way the Nt"w York of M1"5 Chllrbllqur is
more fantastic than the WeB·Built City - which I
made up, it was like, oh yeah, you've got the
ministry of physiognomy over here, and the
ministry of that over there - but Nt"w York was
more fantastical because of the roots it had. You find
those things, like lOIn said, those things you could
never have imagined, and then you take off from
there.
CW: When you're basing a city on a real city, how
do you justify whal you leave in and what you takt"
out?

JF: Well one of the things about all my books that
are based in a specific lime in history is I always
have a note in the Acknowledgements where it says,
''I'm not a historian, I don't pretend to be". I'll
always play it fast and loose to get the fiction across.
So if what's there gets in the way of the plot, to hell
with it, [just throw it out and move on. [ want the
story. Unless it's something crudal - you know, [
can't blow up the Empire State Building unless I'm
going to do an alternate history - I just kind of
ignore it and move on. I'm not that COncE'med about
it.
MS: Kafka handled this brilliantly at the beginning
of Amtrihl, where his immigrant hero looks up and
he sees the Statue of Liberty, holding high a sword...
After the reader's gotlcn past that, they havt" no
excuse to complain about anything.
JRM: There's also the question of knowledge ~ I
suppose it's similar to the question of maps in a way
_ which is, how well do you need to know
something to write about it? The reality is that you
don't need to know very much 011 all. In fact, maybe
living in London or New York doesn't leave you
best-placed to write about London or New York. It's
certainly been my experience that the best sort of
knowledge for a city, the most appealing. comes
from having had some sort of relationship with it,
but that can be in your imagination, you don't
necessarily have to have lived there. Because what
you're creating at the end of the day is not the city
itself, but the place in your head. Talking about real
and imaginary cities, I wrote a novel called The
SlImmtl" Isles, which is basically about an England
which lost the First World War and succumbed to
Nazism - so the Oxford thaI's described is
inhercntly an alternate Oxford anyway. I did use
maps and everything else, but between starting the
book and finishing tht" book I didn't actually go to
Oxford. I decided to write the version in my head.

JF: I find that to be true writing anything that deals
with a historical t"lement. A little historical detail

goes such a long way. Ev{'ryone's inclination is to
put all their research into their Slory, and it just
chokes the plot. You're much better off being
sparing with the facts and the details.
MS: The reader is already on the writer's side,
they've already forked out twenty-five bucks, so
they want to believe you! You can't talk them into
believing you, you can only fail to do a good job and
lose their good faith.
I.RM: Yes. And to take London as an example again,
there are 19305 films set in Hollywood's version of
London - we wouldn't want to do without those,
but the real London,. the mundane London, we
hope, is always going to pale compared 10 the
London we Iry to creale. The whole point about
fiction is creating another v{'rSl0n of reality. At some
point you've got to cut the ties in some way.
CW: So once you've built your fantastical city, are
you responsible for its population, as crl;!ators?
IRM: I think that's always a big issue for me as a
writer. I suppose the fantastical city people are most
likely to be familiar with from my work is the
London of The Light Agrs, which is basically an
alternative England where latt" in the Age of Reason
magic was disco\'ered, so although the Industrial
Revolution took place it developed in a slightly
different way. And I think the questions I'm
continually asking myself are things like - socially,
economically, what would it be like for ~Ie
sitting in a room like this, with whatever changes
I've introduced? HO'A· does it work? It's easy to do
one person in a COllage, bul when you step oulsidt"
and go into the town, how are people reacting in the
larger mass? I think those are the situations that are
likely to put your invention to a stronger test.
MS: I don't see myself so much as r!!SpOlls/blr for the
population as I see myself as their persecutor. I
spoke to Carol Emshwil1er wh{'n she'd just finished
a novel, and she was in mourning. She said that all
these people she'd lived with for the past couple of
years and known so well were all gone, as if they'd
died, and she asked me don't I feel that way? I said
no, when [ close the book [ picture them saying
~We're free! We're free of him!" Waving arms in the
air, ~I'm going to get a job as a dentist! I'm going to
eat a hamburger! And nothing bOld is going to
happen to me!H

JF: Yeah, I don't want to takt" responsibility for lhe
~Ie

in the Well-Built City. I mean the
physiognomist. Oey, he's a real schmuck. And this
is going to contradict what I said before about
creating fantastic cities. but to me this side of cities
can be like accessing somewhere that already exists.
What you do when you're doing that is basically
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looking in at them. I don't really feel I have that
much control over it - I wish I had more control
sometimes. but once it's up and running I feel like
I'm just peering in and it's ;111 happening without
me.

IRM: One thing I've recently done is I've taken the
step of moving into the countryside after living in
the city for all my life. and suoconsciously in all
sorts of ways you can't aClually <juantify it does
make <juite a big difference. So ['m interested. in
general, how you feel about where you lived and
what you made up, how it innuences what you
write?
MS: I grew up in small towns and suburbs, almost
country places... When I was a kid I could disappear
inlo the woods for a day, feed myself there. BUI I
wanted 10 grow up into the big city, because it was
where everything was happening. It had mortal
pc'ril every day of your life, and big buildings. It was
cooler. Where I grew up, every so often the people
there tried comparing it to New York and il always
came off worse... I love cities, they're in my veins.
JF: I grew up in suburbs on Long Island, but by the
time I was in my early teens we were in New York
all the time. And then I lived in Philly and worked
in New York for guite a while. [ liked the city when I
was younger, I felt comfortable -I felt the way about
cities then the way I feel about the more suburban
places I live now. Now. for me 10 go to Ihe city don'l get me wrong. I really dig New York,. I go inlo
Philly somelimes, I really loved London when I was
there, I haven't seen Glasgow much because I've
only been here a day - but now they seem a lot of
work 10 me. I don'l like to take the subways in New
York any more, I jusl lake a cab. Cordon van Gelder
busts my chops over this, I'm such a tourisl now
because I take cabs everywhere.
MS: Lucius Shepard had a comic called Vemrillio/l,
which was really terrific, and he created for this a
ring city around a star. I forget how wide, but it's
several hundN'd million miles long so it's effeclively
infinite, it never ends, you can just start laking the
subway around it and a lifelime wouldn't be long
enough 10 get all the way around. I think there are
basically two groups of people: one group would
feel this is a vision of hell. and the other group
would think. wow, I'd love 10 be able 10 live there.
I'm in the second group.
CW: Shall we take <jueslions from the audience?
Audience: Whffi do you have 10 escape the cily?
When does the story gooulside the city?
IRM: One of the great things about wriling about
cities is that cities give you contrast. You can have

different <juarters. different scenes, different
seltings. But I Ihink - from Ihe point of view of
telling a slOry - there can be a sudden release from
being away from a city, il gives you a sense of
escape. If you really Wolnl to write a rural idyll, the
way to do il isn't 10 write a slory set enlirely in the
countrySide, it's to write a slory where you leave the
cily, for the contraSI. The idea of fleeing through the
final gate and sctting out Ihrough the terrain
beyond ... guite often it's the end of the story.
MS: You can't really write about nature in a city.
Well, you can, but half the time it's a trick and the
other half it's a book like Robert Sullivan's Rats,
which is this very careful investigation of the lives of
rals in New York City. This guy is constantly
climbing over walls inlo vacant lots full of rals, and
going down into IUlUlels with hundreds of rats...
and I'd much rather read about bears or mountain
lions or something. <juite frankly.
Audience: How would you say it affects the story if
the cily is shown rather than written? Say for
exolmple you have a cily which is written aboul, like
Lankhmar, it's textual... and then there's a series of
FrenCh-language graphic novels published in
Belgium, Obscure Cities, and those are 0111 shown, and
they all have very different styles. I was wondering
if you feel that affects the way the story is told, or
changes the effect of the story on the characters.
MS: A lot of Ihe lime with th,1t sort of thing. the
impression I've gOllen is Ihat the art. which is <juile
wonderful. is supporting an inadequate story. Or
implying a good slory that you can'l actually get oul
of the lext. The besl example of this would be
Mdropolis, which is a really great movie with a
really dumb plol. If you're watching Ihe movie,
though. il would be scurrilous 10 complain about
lhat. I mean, here's this fabulous Art Deco city with
slums, class struggle, robots, women showing their
breasts... it's everything that you want!
JF: You know where that worked well, I thought remember in the old Superm,1n comics, the bottled
city of Kandor? Whenever something took pl,1ce in
that city it would jusl be on a street somewhere, but
in the back of your mind you h,1d Ih,1t bollled city,
so it's like you can only get so far without thinking.
oh ye,1h. lhey're in thal city, that's a hell of a city in
that boltle. I liked the play of those two things, a city
contained. BUI a 101 of times I find lhe depictions
unsatisfying. I guess just because I'm a texl guy, I
like to read about these things. I'lIlell you whal's a
great cily book - Arabian Nightmllrt by Roberl lrwin.
It's fantaSlic. And I think it's jusl Cairo, set in the
late 19th century, but it's a magical, amazing place. [
think it really works well.
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Audience: I was curious, there's a lot of cities you
haven't mentioned that I think of as prototypical
science fiction, techno-future cities... I was
wondering why? Something like Coruscant. why do
those George Lucas-type cities not really resonate
with you?
JF: Well I don't know, George Lucas doesn't really
resonate with me at all. But those gleaming citit'S...
you know, it's a drag. it's a bore. It's so much morc
interesting 10 go to Dickens' London or one of the
others we've talked about,. cities that have all these
nooks and crannies and you never know, shit could
happen, it could all fall apart at any time.
CW: If you're writing a science fiction city, do you
feel guilty for breaking something?

JF: I don't know what it is, it's just something
stainless steel about it - like, everything working?
We know that's not going to happen.
MS: John Bronner had a story, I forget the title now,
where 50me urban analysts go to a city that's not
working. Crime is up in this arcology and there's
vandalism everywhere. And what they eventually
conclude is that the city is too perfect,. it doesn't feel
human. And it's not what people want. People want
that comfy armchair, that shabby bar. They don't
wOlnt Trantor, they wOlnt the SprOlwl. In the Sprawl
you can find the things you really want. In TrOlntor
there's nothing you'd be ashamed to show your
mother.
IRM: I think tht' stainless steel city only works as a
small sector of the city, rt'OIlIy - I mean,. here we're in
the stainless steel monorail bit of Glasgow, OIren't
wc? But you can sce it's always struggling against
everything else. I think the idea of the purity of the
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city is interesting. it's an archetype, there is
something there that appeals to us. It's a bit like
when you buy a ncw car, you hoover it for a while
and then crisp packets start to seep in. Something
like that, a perfect city, would be an interesting idea
to explore. But the idea might be that the city is in
some sort of control of us, rather than the other way
around.
Mic/llle/ SUPlJlJwick hll5 reeeived tile Hugo, NebU/Il,
ThtodOrt Sturgeon, and World Fllntll5y AUOQrds for his
novds IInd short sloM. His booi:s include "The Iron
Dragon's Daughter, Stations of the Tide, Jack Faust,.
Illld mosl reeelltly, The Periodic Table of Science
Fiction (PS Pl4bUsliillg, 2005)

IQIl Mac/md's Ilovel-ll'llgth vasi"ll lflhe Summer Isles
rru1lt/ylroll the Sidnl'ist AWllrd for alttnllltt hlslmy. Ht
has Qlsv Iron the World FIIIIIQsy AUOQrd and the "Thmdore
Sturg/'f}/l An'ITrd, Qlld bI'tIl llomillQttd for Iht Hugo Illld

Nebu/Il Awards, for Ilis sllOrl fielioll. His most reel'l!t book
is the short story collection Past Magic (PS Pllblisllin.fl,
20(6).

Jeffrty Ford's most r«/'flt book is alsv Q short stmy
rolI«tion, The Empire of lce-Cream (GOMetl Gryphon,
2006', which rolltets slorits illcludill8 tht Nebu/Il
Award-wirlllillg 'TIre Empirt oj lee Cream' Qlld the
FOlllllQin An'llrd.lI7irming 1111' Amlllls oj Eefill-Ok'. He
has writlm six nCRYls, illcludillg 11 Irilogy set in Iht WtllBuiIlClty
Clairt W/'lll~r is Prodlletiou Editor of Matrix Qlld a judgt
for tile 2006 Artlmr C. Clarke AU'Ilrd
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Convention

Crowne Plaza Hotel, Chester, 6-9 April 2007
The 2007 Eo:stercon, including the BSFA awcrds ceremony will take place this year in Chester, at the
Crowne Plaza Hotel in the city centre. It will [nclude a full mJltl-stream programme of both flXt and
litercry items, a,d is co-chaired by Orrs O'Shea and Fr<Il"l Dowd, with speCial guest Sharyn November.

Dont forget to join - Join now - Online at
http://contemplation.conventions.org.uk
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The Science Fiction of Nevil Shute
by
Stephen Baxter
IWTRoournON

2007 is the fiftieth lmniversary of the publication of 0"
lire &ach by Nevil Shut.. (1899-1960).
To sf fans of my generation and younger, Shute's
name is moslly associated wilh 0" tilt Bmch, especially
through SLlnley Kramer's 1959 movie. BUl to older
generations Shute was an extremely successful and
murn-lovl'd popular novelist - his TIre Chtrp~ Boord
(1947) was my father's favourile book. for instaoce.
And as il happens On lilt &ad! waSl'l'1 Shute's only
foray inln sf, even if his works were roever genrepockolged. Brian Aldiss,. in Tri/11OI1 Ytllr Sp,," (1986)
refemod to Shule's N/,l Highuwy (1948).
tilt &rKh and
III IM Wt/ (1953) in a list of post-war popular r1O\-els
whim were 'kissing kin with sF (2-&6). along with works
by cr. Snow, Kingsley Ami!\. Anthony Burgess.
WiIIi.;lm GokIing and others; -All oIlthese novelsJIook
lowards a definition 01 man and his stalus. All of them
approach the science fiction rondition-~ To this list
A1diss could have added Shute's \o\Ihat Happmttl to IN
CorMt.s (1939). All Old GlpIWiIy (1940). Rollnd tilt Btml
(1951) and possibly others. Like Arthur C Oarlce.
anolher engille'er turned writer. Shule shows a
fascinating tension betwe-en rationalism illnd mysticism.
Shule's work was very embedded in its times, and is
slipping into history. Bul its importance is thillt Shute's
huge popularity brought sinal materials and sensibility
to a wide audience, readers who may have reilld no other
sf than Shute's.
lhe purpose of this essay is to explore Shute's sf in
the context of his wider writing. I have drawn
princip.lllyon the novels published during his lifetime
and on his autobiogrilphy, SUlk RI/le (1954), which
covers Shute's life up to 1938. For details of Shute's later
life I hilve referred to a 1976 biography by American
academic Juliiln Smith, as far as I know the only fulllength study of Shute's work. The website of the Nevil
ShutI' Foundation (listed in the endnotes) is also a useful
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I make what I believe is a new suggestion that
Shute's use of the device of 'time travel through mental
transference' may derive from his boyhood reading of
Algemon Blackwood.

mother were all published authors. But wc know little
of Shute's reading. Shute s.ays that his brother Fred,
thrre years older, introduced him to the work of English
writer Algemon Blackwood (1869'1951). In later life he
read A.P. Hemert during airship flight trials (Slide Rul~,
102), and his early novels of advenlure seem slrongly
influenced by John Buchan. for whom he expressed
admiration (Smith. 58). SF fans would be interesled 10
know if Shule read H.G. Wells, for insLlnce. In fact
Shute said that as a boy he was more interested in
makingrnodelaeroplanesthaninreillding.
ShutI' attended school at Hammersmith and o...ford.
A lik-Iong stammer gave him some problems. causing
him 10 play truant. In 1912 Shute's civil servant father
was posted 10 the Post Office at Dublin, and in 1916
Shule found himself caught up in the Easter Rising.
\...· ith the roming of the Great War Shute joined his
sdKJOI's Officer Training Corp5. At fifSt war was
g1amorou~ but as the death loll mounted among the
school's old boys the mood became sombre. Then
Shute's brother Fred died aged ;u.st ninelet'f\, in lhe
trenches in France. NI was writing poetl)' in the last year
that I .spent al school.- ShutI' says, ~all of il very bad(SlUk Ruk. 25). In the event he served three months on
defensiw duties in the ThaTnC$ Estuary in 1918, and
later worked on military funeral parhes during the
influenza epidemic. As for his brother, Shule would say
of him,. -If Fred had lived we might have had.some real
books one day. NoIlhe §()rt of stuff thall lurn out, for
he had more literature in his litlle finger Ihan [ have in
mywho1ebOO.y'"(Slid~RII"'.24).

Shute went up 10 Balliol College. Q:.;ford. 10 read
engineering. In his vacations he learned seamanship on
a friend·s yacht, and worked, at firsl unpaid, with an
aircrah manufacturing company called Airco based in
Hendon. Here he mel the designer Geoffrey de
Havillilnd. whom he followed when de Havilland left to
start up a rompany of his own. Living through a time of
rapid innovation and [all regulation in the industry,
Shute later wrote that Naeropllmes have been the best
part of my life" (Slide RIlIc. 10). And from the beginning
he fonned a deep admiriltion fur private enterprise: "A
man l1ikede Havilland)... can look back on hislife;md
feel that it hasbe'l."n well spent" (Slide Rllle p44)
Aher graduating in 1922, ShutI' bought a typewriter
and began to take his writing more seriou~y. He gave
up on his poelry, and in 1923-4 wrote two short novels
which were both rejected (published after his death as

LtRlvllITANoWRJ1JNG

sl"Pllm Mo1rriS (196Ij).

Nevil Shute Norway (he later used his Christian names
as a psetJdonyml was bom in 1899 in Ealing. west of
London. His background was cofwentional British
upper-middle-elass. He was raised a Protestant; though
Shute doesn't seem to have been religious himself, he
would in later life show a religious sensibility in his
books, and used lines from .school hymns as epigraphs.
ShutI' grew up immersed in an atmosphere of
writing; his grandfather. grandmother. father and

In 1924, Shute left de Havilland to join Vickers
Limited. where he would work with Bames Wallis (later
of Dambusler fame) on the design of a new generation
of airships. lhen lhe only aircraft capable of a
transatlantic service. The new Labour gO\'emment
ordered a public-private competition between Vickers,
who would build the RIOO, and lhe Air Minislry, which
built the RIO\. ShutI' began as the 'chief calrulalor' on
the R100 pro;ect. ending up in ill senior position. It took
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six yeal'5 to complete the craft. The RIOO flew
successfully, but the RIOI notoriously crashed in France.
fiasco ended aiMip production in Britain. Shute
had 00 doubt that the blame was to be attributed 10 civil
servants and poliricians. of whom he always remained

n.e

sct'ptkaJ.
It was during his aiMip yeal'5 that Shute beGune a
published nm..e1i~ using his Christian TWT'Ie!'; as a
pseudonym: ~Hard-bitten profes6klnal engineers might
well consider such a man Iwho wrole novels on the sKleJ
to be not a serious pel'SOn (SliM RI//~, 62).
Shute's early novt.'ls. wilh a casl at recurring
characters, were Ihrillel'!i with no great depth. evidently
slrongly influenced by Buchan. and with backgrounds
drawn from Shute's own early experiena.>s; there are
plenty of boats and planes. The first, Ail/ilium (1926L is a
story of drug-running by It:lIian Fascists, Gradually
Shute became more interested in his characters than in
his somewhat unlikely plots. One notable recurring type
was the tragic figure of the downed aviator, stranded on
the ground after the war - a figure like the stranded
Moonwalkers of our own times, perhaps. Shute's second
no\'cl So DisdaillM (1928), features one such troubled
aviator who, longing only to fly again. is drawn into
spying for a lhen-new SovM.-t Union. Thl'!ie early books
could be forward-looking; DisdmllM'S spying by aerial
photography would ha\"E' been impossible only a few
)'earsbefore.
In 1930 Shute, a casualty of a dead-<luck industry,
tried his luck with his own start·up aeropl<me
manufacturing oornp3ny called Airspeed Ltd. However,
!he depression ...inter of 19JO.31 was a bad time to be
seeking investors, and he turned again to writing. In
!...oM/y Rood (1932) an embillered WWI veter.m and a
'dance hostess' stumble on a conspiracy to I\Jm a coming
general election against the Socialists. Its complicated
plot reminded Julian Smith of Graham Gll't'ne's
contemporary work.
Shute wrote no more novels for five
years: Nit did not SEem fair to [my
shareholders] to be doing another job in
the evenings"
(Slide Rllle,
154),
However, Airsp..>ed rontinued to make a
loss. In 1934 Shute worked on a new
public stock issue, but Nat this time I
was acquiring a reputation with my codirectol'5 and with my City associates
for a reckless and unscropulous
optimism
that
came
d05C
la
dishonesty.,:' (Slide RI/ko, 181). In the
end ~wars came eventually to clean up
the position for us~ (SlIIk RI/ko, 186),. by
creating a demand for Airspeed's products. But Shute
was bought out of the rompany in 1938. He would write
that his proudesl achievement was selling an Airspeed
Envoy to 5l'n"E' as part of the King's Flight.
By this time, howe\'er, Sltute's writing career was
gathering 11\OlTIm1\Jm. In 1936 the film rights to Lmwly
H
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R.iIIId were sold to Ealing Studios.
His fourth oo\'el RI/imw City (1938),. marks
significant shifts in both mood and subjed matter. Set in
1933, it is a parable of the Depression in which Henry
Wa~ a wealthy but bored banker, pulls off a
fraudulent deal in order 10 revive a shipyard in a
northem town. Warren's actions are presented as
thoroughly moral dea.rIy ghosts from Shute's own
call't'rarebeingo:orci!iedhere.
And for the first time, in RI/ilrnl City Shute uses
quasi-religious
elements.
especially
Christian
symbolism.. which would figure in his later writing:
Warren'schangt' of heart comes wnen he falls ill during
a Damascelle walk in the country; his banging-up in
prison for fraud is more like a monastic retreat This
tcnd~ - to reil<:h through capitalistic and engineering
good works to tne numinous - would come to a
culmination in ROllud the &lId (1951).
RI/hred City be<:ame Shute's first major commercial
success, and film rights were sold imn~iately in
America, where writers like Ayn Rand would write
similar fables of righteous capitalism. Genre readers
might be reminded of Heinlein's 'The Man Who Sold
1ne Moon' (1950).. in which entrepreneur Delos D.
Harriman likewise breaks the law for the sake of a
greater good, Brian Aldiss, in fact. compared I-Ieinlein to
Shute, ~who also loved machines and added mysticism
to his formula. Like Shule, Heinlein can be highly
readable. Unlike Shute, Heinlein is often verbose and
pedantic. Shute. however, is no! as interesting as a
character_~ (Aldiss, 268). And. unlike Heinlein's
sometimes rather brisk views of his fullow man. Shute's
work always remained grounded in humanity,
Shute's next JlO\'el was his first written as a
professional writer - and the first 10 rontain overtly sfnal

,"""""
AWJ1Il WARNI",CSANDBADDR£AJ,IS

Shute's fifth novel What HllJ1PeIrs to 'he Corl'<!'ls (1939) is a
kind of abstracted fantasia of the war that was only a
few months away, in which the Corbetts, a family in
Southampton. are bombed out by unheard aeroplanes
from an unnamed enemy. The Corbetts are a new type
of character for Shute, but would become typical of the
protagonists of his later books: 'ordinary', stoic,
uncomplaining,. lil«'able. And the depiction of the
shattering of the routines 01 their normal lives,
straighlforwardly told. is harrowing at times.
But Shute didn't gel the flavour of the coming war
quite right. Under the bombing British society breaks
down ...ith remarkableeil!it'; the book actually feels more
like the newels of atomic war that would be writlen
fifteom or tv..enty years later, including Shute's own Orr
tM &tat:h. Shute underestimated the sheer stoical
resilienceolBrilishandothersocietie$.
ShUn! was motivated to write the book to make a
point. At !he tiow, the great fear about aerial warfare
was 01 gas attadts. Shute pointed out the physical
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damage thill could be wrought by high-explosive
incendiary devices, though in a fo~word added after
the war he admits he overlooked the devastation caused
by fire. Perhaps the book had some cautionary value;
Shute says in his foreword that a thousand copies were
distributed to workers in Air Raid Precautions - "not as
remainders but on publication day"
Correlts might be classified in a sub-genre of 'coming
war' fiction, including for example S. Fowler Wright's
Tile FOllr Day Wllr (1936), which featured aerial
bombardment with poison gas. But I know of no
evid'mce ShutI' read any such books; throughout his
career there is no sign that he was consciously working
in an sf tradition.
The novel was another great success in the United
States, and Shute travelled the~in 1939 to promote his
book and Ia:ture against isolationism. But in the same
year Shute's life was punctuated by the first of what
would be several apparcnt heart attacks. He was forty
His next book was intended as light relief from all
the wartime bad news, and again contained fantastic
elements. In 1'1'1 Old Cnplillity (1940), Ross, anuther
stranded aviator, takes an archaeologist and his
daughter on a seaplane expedition to Greenland. This
book's heroic long-range flight, of a sort ShutI' had been
writing about since Murtl:l1l1, is depicted in dose detail;
"Great flights were made by men who kept their heads"
(138)
But Grp/il'ity takes a turn into the fantastic when
RoSS, exhausted, falls into a drugged sleep and has a
vivid dream of being a Scottish slave, Haki, bound to
Leif Erikson, the Viking explorer who first landed in
North America a thousand years earlier. ShutI', drawing
from a book of Arctic legends by Fridtjof Hansen (Smith,
38), was playing on a legend of Vinland then known
only from the sagas; the archaeological remains of a
Viking settlement at L' Anse aux Meadows would not be
di5COvereduntill%3.
So another element of the mystical enters Shute's
work here. His use of what he would call 'flashbacks',
the notion of transference of identity and memory
espedaHy at times of stress and exhaustiun or when
dying. would be revisited many times during his career,
most notably perhaps in 1,,'iJeWeI(19S3)
It is intriguing to speculate that the use of this device
might date wck to his boyhood reilding of Blackwood,
who spun stories such as 'The Willows' (1907) from the
ideas of his friend J.W. Dunne. Dunne (1875-1949) was in
fact an aircraft engineer and writer, like ShutI', but he is
best known for his theories, summarised in All
Expt'1'imell' ill Tim~ (1927). which descrilx.>d time itS nut a
linear flow but a sort of landsc<lpe which might be
explored by the d~aming mind. His ideas influenced,
among others, J.B. Priestley. (See relevant entries in the
Clute and Nicholls Ellcydopedia ojScilt/lCI' Fietioll (1993).)
However I know of no direct evidence that ShutI' was
influenced by Dunne either directly or through
Blackwood's work

W .... RAND ITSAFrrRM.... J1J

'1111' Second World War was the making
ofShute the popularnovelisl.
During the war itsclf Shute felt he had
a patriotic duty to inform his readers and
to m..int..in morale, and he did this most
effectively by writing about 'small people
of no great significance, caught up and
swept together like dead leaves in the
great whirlwind of the Wilr' (umdjnll,
240).ulIIdjl1/1 (1940), written in the war's
uneasy first months, is the story of an
RAF officer engaged on coo_~tal patrols in
Wellington bombers. who appears
inadvertently to have sunk a British submarine. The
book is full of behind-the-scenes details and is gritty,
featuring the flyers' bo~dom and rivalry between Navy
and RAF. Gauge Onvell hailed it as one of the first of a
newliteratu~ofthewar(Smith,45).

But ShutI' also served. From 1938 he worked. unpaid,
on novel weapons designs with old colleagues from the
airship days. And in 1940 ShutI' joined the Navy to
'work on the design of unconventional weapons' (Slide
Rule, 8) including anti-aircraft weapons, and a
submarine ro<:ketthat took out a U-boat on its first live
firing. He continued to write however, publishingthrce
suC«!ssful novels in his three yeJcs with the Navy.
Pied Piper (1942) is one of Shute'S most popular
books. In spring 1940 an elderly English solicitor is
CJllght up in France's bewildering collapse, and must
find a way to tilke home two English children. This
book's story strategy became characteristic of ShutI',
built around a !il'lf-imposed quest undertaken by an
'ordinary' person, made epic by circumstances of place
and capability. And its telling relied on a technique
ShutI' would use repeatedly, a narrative fr<lme; in this
case the main story is told within the frame of <l
conversation taking place Iilte in the war in a London
dub during an air raid.
In the context of its time, the book showed how
moral courage could be drawn even from defeat; it
describes one man's small Dunkirk. This is ShutI'
somewhere near his very best. M~I
Secrl'l (1942) dr<lws heavily on Shute's
own wartime work, and for that reason
its publication was banned until the war
was over, much to Shute'sdispleasure.
ltisthestoryofapinprickmilitaryraid
against German-occupied Brittany,
using a disguiscd fishing boat bearing a
flame-thrower. There is a ~markably
apocalyptic tone; the Germans are
depicted as hell-born, and fire as the
instrument of God. 1942 was not a year
for moral subtlety. Pas/oml (1944) is a
love story set among the absurdly
young pilots and ground crew of an

11
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English bomber station.. Shule always had a fascination
for what Wit! new in the world; this book is about the
strangent5$ of a nt"W kind of war in which you could
Ih'e in the burolk English country$ide, flirting with
grouod crew girls and planning fishing
trips. while nightly being transportoo to a
hellish war zone.
Shute Ira\'elled as a COlTl":Spoooenl for
the Ministry of Information aboard the DDay invasion fleet of Junt" 19+1, .md in
early 1945 he was sent to Burma. The
lalter trip informed his first post-war
novcl. TIle OJ"fIller Board (1947) is the
story of a war veteran whose rather
worthless life is to be cnded by Ihe
aftermath of an old wouod. Faring
imminent and
certain death,.
he
prefigures the characters of 011 tI~&tIdr,
and he ~acts it! they do: by ~ling 10
wori:;, tracking down his rompanions
from a wartime prisoro flight. ShutI' could be technically
i1mbitious. In this blxIk he uses multiple narrative frames
that overlap; lhe yoke slips easily in and out of the
interwoven stories of lhe chilracters, thus illustrating the
inten::onoectedness o( our lives. The structure is actually
quite complex, and it's a tribute 10 Shute's skill that his
readers think of him as 'an easy read'.
His next novel, No Highwtly (1948), is the next o(
Shute's 'kissing kin' of sf. Jt might today be called a
tedmothriJler, and is b.1sed on a classic whilt-if premise.
Shute knew of problems of metal fatigue in bridges and
railways; what if. he askecl the same issues showed up
in aircrafl? The story a>rlCems a scientist at an
aeronautics researth l"5tablishmt-nt al Farnborough. who
struggles to get his point across 10 the bureaucrats and
airline fat cats. Shute's predictKlnS
proved unple3Silntly a«u.rate when
metal fatigue caused fatal c~ of the
de Havilland Comet just a few years
later.
But elements of the mystical
cropped up even in this most technical
o( SIlute's books. The protagonis!'s
daughter
displays
appall'nt
ESP
powers, which help unravel the central
conundrum.
AU5TR.4UAAJ\'DAl'OnlCOSlS

_____

Shute
long nursed an i1mbition 10
make hiId
iI long flight. So in 1948-9 he

embarked on a siX'monlh flight 10 Australia and biId.
From this would emerge the raw material for his n(!).t
t.....o novels - and t!ll' journey presaged a change in
Shute's own lire. He .....as becoming disillusioned wilh
Britain, and would !iOOl1leave for Australia for good.
A TOll'" Vu Alia (1950) springs (rom a true story
ShutI' heard in Sumatra, on his way back from Australia,
about a band of WOT1ll'n and children on (orcro marches
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under Japanese occupation. The novel is a sort of firstdraft reaction by Shute to the conditions and possibilities
of Australia; it is probably Shute's bl"st-Iovoo work. His
nexl no\'t'1. however, was considerably more ambilious.
His 1951 nm't'l Rmmd tilt Ik>ul is the story of a holy
prophet among aero-engineers. Tom Culler, another of
Shute's wouoded aviators. starts up a post-war air
charter company based in Bahrain. Connie (Constantine)
Shak Un, a British subjecl but of mixed race and
religious background, is an unusually conscientious
aero-engineer who begins to pll'ach that 10 do onc's
work well is a new :;arl of devotion to God: "But wc are
different we engineers. We are called to a higher task
than common men, and Allah will require much more
from us than thal.. Got a fi\'e-sixteenth box there?
H
Thanks. Now hold it just like Ihill... (107).1l1e narrath'e
is drawn with ronsummale skill. with Culler himself as
a thol'OLlghly reliable and indeed SC'@ptical narrator - he
is the first to call Cormie 'dean I'OLlnd the bend'. like the
loilet cleaner Harpk' (J06). The book is laden with
Shute's Christian symbolism. Cutter is C~'s Peter,
for he denies Connie's holiness to a British official Ihree
limes, just i1S Peter denied Christ (249·251). At the dose
of the blxIk we discover thill what we have been reading
is a kind of gospel, the 'Book of CUller' (363). Thus we
are led step by step from the mundane to the numinous;
asCuttercomes to believe in Connil', :;ado we.
Diltingback to Loudy Road there had be(>n n scnSl." of
the numinous in Shute's depiction in the sheer rightness
of enlerprise and technical work. Shute wrote of his time
working on the R100 that HMy own work in the
calculating office led at times to a satisfaction almosl
amounting to a religious experimce- (Slid, RIIUo, 12).
This trend in his thinking now came 10 a head. Whi~
vkars of the time used Shute's work in their sermons,
however, modern readers might recoil from the
preachiness.,
Shute 5e'l'mS to ha\'t' been very proud of Round Ih~
Bnld, which he described as his besl book. You can see
why he WilS so pleas..>d. For a self~professed serious
engineer ShutI' seems to have been heavily drawn
towards mysticism and the supernatural; even his little
scienlist of No HigllllVly studied ouija boards. Shute's
daughter would say that he didn't believe in mystical
and ~Iigious ideas, but Hprobably he 1V0uld have liked
to believe, and might have done had he been introduced
10 them earlier" (Smith. 79). This polarity might remind
genre readers of Arthur C. Oarb>, iITlOther engineE'r
lumed writer who in books like Orildhood', &ld (1954)
t'l<pressed a longing for a higher rneilTling. In RoII'uI the
&'rid Shute took the themes thilt had dominated hIS hlt"s
work, the aircraft and tne business-building and t!ll'
de\'otion to careful work, and imbued them with a literal
holiness. thus resolving the contradictory strnnds in his
character.
While he worked on ROlllld II~ &lId in 1949-1950,
SIlute was in the middle of a family move to Australia.
He had become increasingly disillusioned with post-war
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Britain, with its high taxation and pettifogging
restrictions; the bureaucrats seemed to him to have won.
He was welcomed in Australia, but back home questions
about his exile were raist'd in the House, Thereafter the
settings and culture of 1950s Australia strongly
influl'Tlced Shute's worl<. A mild heart attack in 1951,
however, forced him to give up flying
Shute's next novel TIle Far COUlltry (1952) is the potboiler story of a young girl, Jennifer, who through a
legacy escapes the grim. rationed, bureauc",tic post-war
England of the early 1950s to go live among sheeprearing relatives in Australia. But this slight book. a
snapshot of Shute's emigrant mO<.ld, is essentially a
prelude to Shute's next noveL I" rIle Wet (1953), one of
his most overt works of sf, is spun out of Shute's
conviction in the decline of his home country.
[n Far COlllltry ShutI' had put the boot into his
hOTT\('land: "the Socialists scuttled out of India" (53),
"this horrible National Health SPrvice" (55), and soon
At one point Jennifer's father muses, "Where would it all
cnd, and what lay <lhead of the young people of today
like Jennifer?" (87). In Wel,Shuteoffered an answer of
sorts. Published in the year of Queen Elizabeth's
coronation. it depicts a 1983 in which a young Australian
pilot conunandsa 'Queen'S flight' funded entirely by the
countries of the Commonwealth. ShutI' draws on his
own experience of selling an Airspeed aircraft to the
King's Flight in 1937.
The Britain of this future is a dismal projection of the
immediate post-war period, in which bureaucratic
Labour go\'emments rule, there is still rationing after
thirty years, and there has been a massive flow of
emigrants to the Commonwealth. Shu\e's future is
sketchily drawn, with hints of economic collapse in 1970,
and a 'third war' with Russia. In the midst of this, the
Queen (with bit parts for Philip and Charles!) is a
symbol of hope and unity. A crisis comes in the fonn of
a monarch-led constitutional coup, when the Queen flies
to Australia and announces that she won't return to
Britain until the electoral system is reformed to a
meritocratic model: one man one vote is an "ouhnoded
political system... that kept them in the chains of
dl>magugues"(66).
To modem eyes it is all disturbingly undemocratic,
of course, and the political and economic tensions of the
time were surely nol aHthe fault of the post·war Labour
govemTT\('nt. But Shute, still only fifty·four, had lived
through two world wars, and was seeing the Empire
dismantled around a grey, hungry England, I read this
rather odd book as a nostalgic fantasy born out of
tension between bleak post-war reality and Dan Dare
!l~hnocratic dreams. All of this is crystallised in the
person of the young Queen. Shute seems to be in love
with her; even in 1983sheis'stillbeautiful'(101).
The most successful element of the book is Shule's
characteristic framing narrative, in this case set in 1953,
in which an old drunk lies dying 'in the wet', the
Queensland rainy season, and issubjecte<:l to a Shute-ish

dreamlike transference of identity. • •~. . . . . .
There are hints that his next
reincarnation will be as the captain of
the Queen's Flight, and there is real
poignancy when he is dragged back
from his glittering future to a ruined,
dying body. As in ROI",d the Be",' Shut..
adds to the mythic plausibility of the
vision by using Christian and Buddhist
symbols: in the wet, animals draw
around the dying old dnmkjust as they
drew around the birth of Jesus in his
...
stable.
[n
1954
ShutI'
turned
to
autobiography, which he titled, with an
engineer's forthrightness, S/id~ Rule. A follow-up volume
would have been called Set Squl/re. The book's epigraph,
by Robert Louis Stevenson. refers to the central images
of many of Shute's books, of epic journeys and
characters hard ilt work: 'To travel hopefully is a better
thing than to ilrrive, and th.. true sucress is to labour'.
ShutI' the fiction writer returned to his best fonn in
RequiclII[orl/ Wre/l (1955). It is a character studr of a
'Wren', a woman in a support role in a naval gunnery
unit who is left bereft when her wartime career ends; a
victim of war's aftennath sht' is a remote dt'scendant of
the downed aviators of Shutt"s first books, and of
characters even in his wartime books such as Pnsloral
who were not eager to return to their humdrum
peacetime lives. In contrast, Beyolld llie B/llck Sllllllp
(1956) is much thinner, the story ofa love triangle in the
Australian outback between the daughter of a tough
Irish f<lmily, an English immigr<lnt, ,,"d an American
geulogist. But Slump was essentially the product of
Shute's research in America for Olllhe Beaell.
CROSSING nl£TuMW RtvrR
Shute's most famous sf novel was another Awful
Warning.
In TIle Far CDlmtry, the heroine Jennifer muses on the
blessings of Australia: ''It's a lovely country... Secure-I
suppose it is. Nobody seems to be afraid an atom bomb
is going to land next door tomorrow, like we are in

Eng~~:~~',:~~~ for 0" I/'e Bead, grew out

,..---_,.....,

of this wishful thinking. and initially he
planned a story of how Australia might
survive with the northern hemisphere
destroyed (Smith, 126). But his research
showed him this was a vain hope; by the
mid 1950s it was becoming clear that
everybody should be 'afraid' of nuclear
war. TIle book ShutI' finally wrote reflects
this grim prospect - and its mood may
have been tinged by his own life's
darkening; he suffered another heart
attack in 1955. The very title of 0" tile
Bel/d' (1957) is a statement of intent, a
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quotation from T$. Eliot's '1hl' Hollow Men', which
spoke oI-thislast of meeting pIace5... gathered on the
bt!ach of the tumid river...• befo.... the work! ends -with
a whimper".
Following nudl'-ar war in the northem hemisphere in
1961, a war so sudden and complete ils only records are
_ ~ ~. ._
seismographic,
Australi;m
society
stoically woits for annihilntion by fallout. Melbourne will be the last city to
succumb,
and
the schedule of
annihilation is well understood and
relentlessly foIlo...-ed: -After l'Ie'\'e gone
Tasmania may last another fortnight,.
and the South I~ of New Zealand.
The last 01 all to die will bt! the Indians
in TlCrra del Fuego- (215). In the
beginning everybody is healthy, but we
see a gradu..l winding-down of society,
ending with Melbourne dirty, sh..bby

~

'

~snd~b~~Ont~'I~~~~ ~:~~~~i= ~~;

atomic detonations are out of sight,. and the Corbetts'
silent bombs are reflected in the invisible creeping
rnenace of the radiation.
The pIoc is giVCf'l some momentum by the voyages of
the USS Scorpion, an Americiln nuclear submarine, itS she
sails nor1h in hope of cvidellU' tNI humanity might }'CI
bt! spared radioactive doom. The.... are eerie scenes of a
lifell"$$ America,. and there are sfnal touches, such as the
establishment of a library of glass books on a mountain
peak. for the bendit of any intelligences that might
follow us. But the novel is essentially a study of
character and mood.
Those who gather 'on the beach' include Dwight
TO\\'ers, aplain of the Scorpion, Peter Holmes,. .. young
Australian navy offia'T assigned as Towl"f'S' liaison.
Moira D.1\'idson. a 'girl' acquaintancli" of Ho/me5,. and
John Q5b0me, a young gm't"mment scientist. From the
beginning all these key characters know that they have
only months left to live, and we study their reactions.
Osbome is coldly truthful; he knows whal's coming
beller than anybody else, and hides behind cynicism.
Towers and Moirahavea diffid<.'nt sort of love affair that
can never be consummated because of Towers' loyalty
to his dead wife back in Americil, Moir.. is a wild (and
Iibt!rated) woman given to mood swings" reckless
drinking and partying. She is the most interesting and
oomplex character in the book" and. without Osbome's
sheltering cynicism. the most sane, pertlllps.
The book closes with a hard·to-bear litany of final
bits of business and suicides. Towers 5CUtlles his subtne US Navy wouldn't want him to le..vl.' -a ship like
that full of classified gear, kicking around in another
country. E\'en if there wasn't anybody there" (217). But
he has presents for his dead kids on board. John
Osbome puts his beloved Ferrari racing car in storage
before popping his suicide pills in the drivers' seat.
Moira drives to the coost to be ..s dose to To"'t"1S as she
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an., befOl~ taking her own pills. The HoImes family
mothball tneir dothes and tidy up ~r house ~Remember to turn off the cledricity at the main.., I
mean., mice can chew through a cable and set the house
on fire" (259) - before delivering a lethal injection to
their baby and going to bed.
It is a tough. unforgiVing book. Mainstream writers
venturing into end..of-the-world sf, from George R,
Stewart's Earll! Abides (1949) to Cormac McCarthy's nre
Rood (2006). seem to give their readers a h..rder time
than genre writers. in Bench there is no comforting
million-year-hence distance, itS in Wells's n~ Ti,,~
Mlldlll~ (1895); there is no hint of escape, of a struggle
for life continuing in a post-apocalyptic future, as in say
Miller's A Gm/m.. rOT lLibau'lt= (1960). Here there is only
the reality of death.
Although On lilt Bald! is Shule's most famous book.
it is actually untypica~ ..nd deliberately so. As with
Corbell~. the tale is told very directly: thell! is no
narrative frami', for there is no 'after' in which the stol)'
can be told. l1\ere is no questing journey, save tne
submarine's pointless jaunt to America. And.
significantly, there are no Christian allegories or
symbols; there is no hinl of any consolation., nothing bul
the people and their dism3lterminal bt!«h. It must have
been "ery shocking to'l" Shute's readers; &ta:h is almost
anti·Shute..
As an Awful Warning BmdI was forward~looking;it
would be decades before Carl Sagan and others
promulgated the idea of 'nuclear winter', the global
climatic and ecological catastrophe that would likely
follow a major nuclear exchange. Shute didn't blame
individuals but society at large for its nuclear folly: 'The
only possible hope would have been 10 educate them
It he masses] out of their silliness' (258}. which was
pertlllps the book's purpose, And the warning WitS
effuctive. Shute's biographer claims that the l'IO\'el and
the movie spumi'd anti-nuclll"ar-weapon sentiments.
But the subtext of this novel about nudl'-ar war is of
course how we rope with the cer1ainty of individulll
death. As Moira says" -None of us really belie\'e it'scvt'r
going to happen - not to us. Everybody's crazy on that
point, one way or another"(100).
The stoicism of Shute's characters in the face of
extermination offended some readers,. and viewers of
the movie, Peter Nicholls" in his review in Clute and
NkhoIls (of a movie in which he appeared as an extra).
said. -rrt>e moviel has not weathered well; seen today it
apPears slow, mawkish,. ludicrously SCiff-upper·lip, and
unrealistic in a sanitised way: no riots" no looting, just
chaps feeling miserable and driVing raring cars in a
n."Cklessmanner.Hut it isn't as simple as that, and we should be wary
of retrospective judgements. Shute came from a
generation which had faced huge emergencies, the
world wars. in which British society had "''' broken
down in rioting. looting and the rest,. even despite
Shute's own predictions in Corbrlts, To dismiss such
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books as this as 'cosy c<ltastrophes' set'ms unfair. Shute's
generation may not adually have behaved this way in
the face of the ullimate catastrophe, but in books like 011
fheBeaclr we glimpse how at least sorne of them il1lagiued
they would behave
And Shute had, after all, been shaped by the First
World War. He says of his later schooldays, <'Ifter the
death of his brother Fred in 1915, ~I don't think Ihad tht!
slightest interest in a career or any adult life; 1 was born
to one end, which was to go into the army and do the
best I could before being killed. The time at school was a
time for rontempl<'ltion of the realities that were coming
and for spiritual preparation for death..." (Slide Rllle, 24).
This stoical bleakness. astonishing for a schoolboy,
found expression in the calm acceptance of Shute's
characters in Or, IheBetlc!>
In the end there is something uplifting about it all.
When Moira says, 'If what they say is right, we're none
of us going to have time to do all that we planned to do.
But we can keep on doing it as long as we can' (175),
genre readers might be reminded of the epilogue of
Wells's TI,., Time Mncllhlc, when the narrator describes
how the Time Traveller l"('garded "the growing pill' of
civilisation [asj ...only as a foolish heaping which must
inevitably fall back upon and destroy its makers in the
end. If that is so, it tl'mains for us to live as though it
were not so "
Shute didn't expect his 'serious' books to be big hits,
but Beach was his widest success 10 date. And in 1959
Bel/cll was famously filmed by Stanley Kramer. The
movie captuT(.'5 the mood, though the characters are
generally given different endings: Towers, stoutly
played by Gregory Peck, says goodbye to Moira
(implausibly played by an ageing Ava Gardner) in order
to take his machine to sea, not for duty but so its
American crew can get as close to home as possible
Osborne, also played by a too-old actor in Fred Astaire,
doesn't preserve his car but uses it to gas himself with
carbon monoxide. This sort of change infuriated ShutI'
(Smith, 140). The pace is slow, and maybe the jutting-jaw
stoicism is easier to swallow on the page than on the
screen. Though some scenes work very well. in general
the book is beller than the movie.
Alter Du IlIe Belldl, Shute wrote two more novels_ In
both, he nostalgically reverted to the themes of his
earlier life. TIle Rnill/>owmld tile Rose (1958) is another tale
of a post-WWI stranded airman, whose tangled life story
is told through dreaming 'f1ashback.~' by a pilot
struggling to rescue him from a plane crash. The book's
best section is a telegraphic memoir of a Vo/W[ aviator:
"The fun of that early summer, and the laughter, and the
deaths" (85). T"'slee from ti,e ToolrOtJm (196O), more
d~ply nostalgic yet, opens in the very hou~ in Ealing
where Shute grew up. A semi·retired engineer, making
model engines in his bascment workshop, takes on a
typical Shuh.' quest to travel around the world to retrieve
his dead sister's fortune, aided by a global network of
Shute-like middle-aged engineers

ShutI' suffered a stroke in therourse
of writing this last book. He died, in
January 1960, before it was published
However, he was working on a more
ambitious novel. A return to his
mystical side, it would have concerned
a Second Coming in the Australian
outback.
CONCLUSIO,\'S

By the time he died, Shute was a
popular beSlseller, with scveral of his
books
filmed.
He
is
certainly
remembered fondly by my parents'
generation. And as another engineer-ofa-sort turned writer, I suppose I"m drawn to Shute,
though my accomplishments in engineering hardly
compare to his. As it happens, the Farnborough
establishment of No Hislrll't1y sponsored my own
research into aircraft acoustics a few decades !atcr,;md
when [ later read Shute's books I was able to ....,cognise
the type of Shute's intense, unworldly civil service
researcher.
Shute's works arc strong on characterisation if less so
on action; his sense of humanity was always dCl.'p, and
his narrative skill seamless. Always a strongly mora!
writer, he was prone to use Christian symbolism to add
mythic depth to what on the surface could appear
mundane tales. Sometimes his writings seem
stereotypical of a middle-class Protestant of his times they can preach, though never directly - but their
uplifting nature won him great popularity. And in his
stories of WilT and its aftermath Shute developed his
most characteristic story-telling technique, of great
upheavals folding down into small lives, of personal
quests made epic by the context and character of their
protagonists, and of goodness achieved through
conscientious work.
Regarding his methods, he was distrustful of liter"ry
establishments; he was a self-avowed popular writer. He
told an Australian Rotary club in 1951 (Smith, 100) that
his books were built on four foundations: information.
love, heroism. and a happy ending. It's
a simple exercise to see how most of his
novels lick all four of these boxes. It
even works for 011 IIle Ikad,; the ending
is about as happy as it can be, as all the
lead characters al least control their
own demises, rather than succumbing
to the radiation
As for his raw material Shute's
work was full of the stuff of his own
life, the planes and boots and engineers,
theAllstralianseltings.GaryKWolfe's
interesting essay in Vedor 249
('Framing the Unframeable') is a '
discussion of "the complex and often
inchoate relationship between the stuff
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of an author's life and the stuff 01 his or two. r'C1ion~. This
relationship is strong with Shult', and his books serve as
an insight into the mindset 01 tl1e early and mid
twentieth century. Perhaps lot its very speeificity,
though, Shule's work lacks the universality and
timC'lessnessoftroly greal fiction.
The one recurll'nl C'lemcnt in his

~__

work which does not have an obvious
root in Shute's own life is his use of
'flashbacks', mental transference in
time, which may derive from tl1e ....oork
of J.W. Dunne. perhaps via the stories
of A1gemon Blackwood. A deeper
investigation into the influC'nces and
rontext of Shute's int('rest in 'dreaming
time travel' is recommended.
Shule's huge popularity ensured
that his .....orks of si probably reached
more te<>dersthan any genre novelist of
his time - ~'l.'n if they didn't kno..... they
were reading sf, and the author may
not have recognised it either - and
therdore surely shaped the IX'treption of and I\'action to
the literature.
BUI despite this, just as N('vil Shute is generillly
ll('glooed by students of mainstream fiction of the
period (Smith. 153), so he is not necessarily treasured by
historians of our genre. His name doesn't appear in the
indKe, fOf" eumple, 01 Paul Kincaid's A Vny British
Gt"Irrt(BSFA, 1995) or Adam Roberts' A HisloryofScirna
Fidio" (pal grave, 2006~ though as noted earlier he has
an entry in Clute and Nicholls and is mentioned in
Aldiss's SUlVey. (Also Gary K Wolfe used lklldl,
"deservedly classic~, as a point of
ref('rence in a recent review of
MtCarthy's Tht Rood (LOCIIS, December

2006»

Of course Shute himself would not
ha\"t' described his books as si. From
the beginning of his career Shute had
been f"scinated by the social and
tcchnological transitions h(' 5aW around
him,. which naturally led him to project
some of his work into the future. His
tales could be simply told depictions of
flO55ible
futures
deriving
from
lechnological developments ('''''''''
Happmtrl to lIlt ~Its, No Higlruvy,
Or, l/w &#d,) or could be told through
his 'flashback' lTle(;hanisms (A" Old
Cllplit'ily, 111 1111' Wd). But Shutc was isolated from t~
genre and its traditions. I've seen no rt.'COrd of him
reading IIIry sf, save only Blackwood; he seems to have
discovered this mode of storytl.'lling for himself, driven
by the logic 01 his own ronrems.
But Shute's work is of enduring inlt'rest precisely
becoause of his isolation. I have argued elsewhere
('Children of the Urban Singularity; The Industrial
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Landscape of Britain "nd the Science Fiction
Imagination', FOllmlatiOll 98) that the early twentieth
century saw such t');traordinary upheaval and change
that it's a surprise that sf was not the dclault literature of
the age. Shute is a prime e)(ample of the argument that if
sf had not nlready e)(isted, it would have bfton necessary
to invent it; for Nevil Shute seems to have done t');acll)'
lhatforhimself.
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T

he business of writing often begins with da}'5 of

staring miserably at it blank screen or it smudged
she(ot of paper with ill few pathetic 5Cl'ilwls on it.
Well. it does for me, and I imagine it dOl"$ for
many other writers. And then, when the story comes
into shilpe, we spend weeks and months bashing away
at a keyboard. And what do we produre? Mainslll'am
fiction writers produce slories of things that !"lever
happened. Science fiction writers produce stories not
only of that but of things that never will happen. Why
do we do it? Whars lhe point of sf? What good dOl'$ il
do?
At lhe Edinburgh Book Festival earlier this year I
was on a panel with Charlie Stross, and he did a very
imprl'SS've Charlie-style riff on how sf is actually the
agitprop department of an early 20lh-century totalitarian
movement that never made the big time with lhe nags
and unifonns and revolvers and never got a mound of
skulls 10 call its own. Technocracy, the 1llOVt"ITIeI11 in
question,. has dwindled 10 a handful of old men in
Oregon. busy putting the Norllrln5t Trdl1lot:rrll on the
Web after dKades of cydostyling. bul si soldiers on. It's
as if coI.lectivization and th", Fi~..... Y~ar Plan had Ile\'er
happened bulthere was this gcnn', socialist realism - SR
- that kept going on and on and on about tractors.
Now as it happens, a f~w days earli~r I'd been at the
Book Festival interview with Lewis WOlpcrt, who was
plUgging his latest, Sir Impossiblr Thi"KS &fore BmU:/IlSI,
Onc of the many things Professor Wolpert said Ihal
struck me as interesting was ~Causal belief is what
makes us human w • And. he said. an undcl'!itand.ing of
cauSt' aod effect is itself a cauSl!.' and a consequence of
lool·rnaking, Now that is one of the most distinctively
human activities of all. As Douglas Adarns put it, for all
the rest of you out there, the trick is to b.1ng the rocks
together. Whatcycr may be said for the tool-making
abilities and cilusal cognitions of African Grey parrots,
New Caloooniiln crows, octopuses. and your Cilt- not to
meIlOon the dreaded six-fingered opposable-thumbed
moggies that lesIie Fish is supposedly breeding to have
a back-up race that shall rule the sevagram and do all
the t.edmocratic stuff in ca'Se the human r.Jce snuffs it lhe fact 01 the maller is that humans have this ability and
this cognition in a Wily and to an extent thilt TlQ other
speeieson Earth has.
More importantly, in humans the ability is
rumulative,ifsself-critical,it'sa runaway feedback,. it's
progressive, and the chains of cause and effeet are
indefinitely extl'nlbble. We build on the work of
pr\....ms generations, and when we don't we build on
their ruins. I mean. I really hope I don'l need to labour
the point that there's a qualil.ati~'e dif~rence between a
beaver dam and the Hoover Dam. You can make all the
daims you like about how intl!lIigence is required by the
beaver. but Ihl! Hoover Dilm or a wilt~rmill for that
matter is a product of something more, It's what lOIn
Stewart and Jack COOI"ll call ext~lIigence. We have it in
spades.
So what I was thinking as I was listening to Olarlie
hold forth SO plausibly and amusingly on si as the
pamphlet.....ring of Technocrac:y was: No! Sc:ienn- fiction
is far more significant than that! Let's not sell ourselves

short, ~peoally not In front of a Book Fesbval audll'fK1!
In fact" Jet s make the most extreme claIm ....E' can thmk
of for SCIence fiction. And my caodldate for the ITI05t
extreme c1,um IS thIS:

ScienCl" flchen IS the first human hterature
\'/hat I mean IS that SCIence fICllon IS the first
literature that IS pnmanly about what IS most
dlstmch~(,>ly human. In the sense I VI' lUst desc:nbcd
Not 10 be loo dIsparaging of m,nnJ;lream literature but
the mainstream 1$ moslly about thIngs ....... share wllh
other animals - love ,lI1d hale, war and peace,
dominance hieran:hies,. sex and violence. Sc:ienn- fiction
of course includes these, but they are not .... hat it's
about. It's a literature of causality, a literature of
comieqUl!nre, a litel'ilture of hum"n activity and human
agency, It's not primarily about science and t~hnology,
but about "if... then". A literature of "what If... ?" and
·whal aboul...r and ~suppose..." and ~ifthisgOl'son..."
And it goes about it in a partirular and distinctive
way, .....hich is itself tool-using and problem-solving. a
hands-on can-do approxh to the univE'tliII', which is
why sPs impulse can be mistaker1 for technocratic. and
why it is not mistaken to call it American. ~In the
beginning all the world was America,~ John Locke said
- a new world, and in the end it is all a new world still.
If the basic altitude of science is, to quole Douglas
Adams again. that 'any idea is there to be "ltacked', Ihe
b.1sic allitude of science fiction is thal any problem is
there to be fixed. If it deals with a problem that can'l be
fixed, that is almost always seen within the story as a
defeat,. a failing. a crushing even - but not as a tragedy
or an inevitability or, God help us, a t'illdiarlion of the
story's philosophical premises about lhe nature of
existence. If the probll!m can't be soh'oo it's because we
got the chains of causation wrong. we had mistaken
causal beliefs, or the problcm was so big it simply
overwhl!lmed us. Better understanding or great~r
power could, in principle, have overcome it
I would suggest, by the way, that this is the real
distinction betv....en 00 the one hand sf and on the other
mainstream litel'ilture set in the future or on other
planets or aboul technological de-....Iopmenls and
scientific- disrovE'rles. E~'ery sf reader knows, I think. the
disappointment, the sense of something missing. when
they read a novel like that, usually about doncs. Some
chromosome hasn't been copied correctly. Ifs not the
material, it's the attitude to the material. Margaret
Atwood rould write about talking squids in outer space
and still not be writing si. So I don'l resent that
defensive responst>, that cloud of squid ink as they jet
away, from mainstream writers as much as I used to.
We have to acknowledge that yes". they aren't writing sf
and they are across the road from our gUller, coming
from somewhere else and going somewhere else.
(As another aside, it may be that the same altitude
prevails in certain other genres such as crime fiction and
sea adventure stories, which may explain why they are
popular with sf readers..)
Now, I need to make some caveats here. !here's a
danger of that attitudl! slipping into a sort of glib
optimism about personal and social problems" a danger
that has been quite rightly highlighted by Mike
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Harrison. Come to lhink 01 it. there's a ""ng...r of thal
attitude slipping inlo glibness in general. in a way that is
damaging 10 serious thinking aboul serious problems,. a
dang...r highlighled by t~ Mundane sf school. and
memorably by Ceo:>ff Ryman I...aring a strip off an
inoffensive
and
bewildered
American
rocket
entrepreneur and would-be space colonist at the
Glasgow Worldc<.m.
But having said thal word of caution I will now
throw caution to the winds and emphasise how radical
and new the si altitude is. For thousands 01. years
literature has shown us man as a fallen creature. man as
a rationill animi'll. man 3S a politKid animal - all those
definitions handed down 10 us from the philosophies
and scriptures of antiquity. It's just over Iwo hundred
years since Benjamin Franklin said that nwn is a toolmi'lking animal. a definition that Man: quoled
approvingly in Capital. It look the Industrial Revolution
to mi'lke Frank.lin's daim not just credible but obvious.
And it's less lhan a hundred years since Hugo
Gernsback smashed together some already existing
gi!nres - scientific I"OffliIr'ICes and air adventure stones
and future war stones and 50 on - and created a
literature that takes seriously franklin's definilion of the
human.
And by doing that. it actually changes human beings'
conception of Ihemsdvl"S. C>rn! of the first things we
learn. back at lhe bash the rocks together stage, is that
the changl"S we make in the world change us. This
applies to our literary and imaginati~·e productions too.
Patrick Nielsen Hayden is quoted in the current Ansible
[232,. November 20061 as explaining n>ading to the Wimf
generation by saying: '"The book is lhe source code, the
brain is the compiler, and the experience produw in
thereaderistheeXl'cutable.~

What. then, is the effect of science fiction on the
reader? By focusing on humanity as 1101110 fabi'r, man the
maker, il implicitly downgrades all dislinctions between
human beings that an> irrele\'anl 10 that capacity: those
01 nation,. r.K't', $('X, religion and class origin. Class as a
position within the production process COIn be n>levant.
as can the relationship of lhat process 10 lhe rest 01
sodetyand to the resl 01 nature, and theseaU figure in sf
- hence all those engineers and entrepreneurs harried by
bureaucrats or mobs
At a party recently, a former sf fan told me about
how sf hOld affected her life. She was, she said, a happy
child until the age of nine, when her family lTlQ\'ed to a
lown where the first question she was asked by the first
kids she met was: ~ Art' you a Protestant or a Catholic?'"

She didn't know, 50 she went home to ask her mother.
Back she came 10 the park with the answer. ~W...'re
Chrislians. ~ Tltis was the wrong i1nswer. Around about
lhis lime she disc:o\·ered 1950s sf, and she soon figured
out thal although much of it was ostensibly about aliens,
It was really about black people and while people and
WOl1l('n and men. And it gave her the hope, she S<lid.
that somewhere in the world we could be free of all this
bigotry.
I found her story quit... TIlO\.ing. and quil'" salutary, in
that it shows how si with all its failings and blind spots
can still be a force for good. In my experience, both
per.iOnallyand in years of talking 10 other sf readers and
fans, I think the reading of sf instils a certain ideology.
It's not at all difficult to identify what that ideology is.
It's humanism,. )im. but nol as we know it. It's of\('n
favourable to various opposed. kinds of Univers.llist
politics - liberal or libertarian. socialist. even
conservat"·... - but seldom 10 identity politics or
nationalist poIitks. (In fact. where it is nationalist it
pretends to be universalist.) It sees humanity as
potentially united in the face of an indifferent or hostile
uni.·erse. It's not friendly to religious fundamentalism of
any kind. though it's open to religious belief and indt'ed
to piety, ilS witness the novels of Orson Scolt Card and
Gene Wolf~. I suppose it would be possible to write
scientificcrealionist science fidiOl1- sci-<:re sci-fi! - but
it's hard 10 imagine, let alone 10 imagine its being any
good. Likewise il's hard to imagine explkilly racist sf:
the notorious exception. 111t Tunr" Dllfrln', is utterly
~<ginaI.

Finally, and I want 10 make this point particularly to
this audien«" I'\'e found that sf random by and large
really does reflect the attitudes I've described here. It's
what makes fans such good people and such interesting
companyl There is much more to be done, of course, in
tenns of broadening si fandom and making it more
open. 1here is even more 10 be done in tenns of
dcveloping the potential oIa great literature that. I have
argued. we see the beginnings of in si. But if these things
are done, they will be better done if lhey, too. an> done
consciously - and that means with an understanding of
whalsfalreadydoesriglrl.

Kw Mac/rod Il\'lS Guest of flollour III NllI'flCOII 36 (Wal:il/Il,
NOI>eml,...,. 20(6), n~lere th.. nl>Ol't' talk mu ddil~'red. His n1tlS/
rta'IIt 1l0l't'1, Learning the World, lim sJrortlisted for the
BsrA,. Artlmr C. CIarU, aud Hugi' AWdrds His I/ul II01'tl is
The Execution Channel fQrloi,. Aprill007J.

Advertisement: As you're probably aware, late last year Pat McMurray stepped down from the post of
Committee Chalf of the BSFA, alld I took his place, pending formal ratification at the AGM. More formal thanks
wlIl follow at some poInt, I'm sure, but we're all grateful to him for the work he (and his fiancee, Juhe) did.
In order to carry out my duties as Chair effectively, I Will be stepping down as Production Editor of Vector
as soon as a SUitable replacement can be foulld, So, this Is an advertISement,
Vectors Production editor IS reqUll'-ed to collect copy from the featlJres and revIews editors (an ability to
enfor"ce deadlines IS useful, although actual physICal VJOleoce tends to be dISCOUraged), lay It out to the
magazme template, and deliver It in electronic (Postscnpt) format to the pnnters, The production cyde IS
blmonthty, and the time avaolabte for" layout: IS usualty two weeks
If you're Interested, please contact me for fiJrtheI' details at vector.produetlonOgmall.com, - Tony Cullen
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Stephen Baxter's Resplendent: Destiny's
Children Book Four as case study.
by
Adam Roberts
Stcphen Baxter's Resplemle/lt (London: Orion 2(06) adds
a fourth volume to his DestillY's Chi/drt'll trilogy
(Coolesallt, 2003, frill/DIll, 2004 and rrllllSfTlUk"t, 2005),
What is added is not a novel. but a fi:o..up of eighteen
previouslY'published shan stories (plus one oew one)
arr.mged along a timfoline from AD 5301 10 AD 1,lXX),lXXl
and iUuminating various moments along Baxter's Xeelee
future-hislory. And \'ery good it is too: my review in
Strlllrge Hori-..olls concluded with this judgment.
Ba"ter's XL"Ck"C SL'quenre is now so rich a mL'gatexl,
so oomJX!Hing a recapitulation of his own
fascinatioosandofl-Iardsfitse](,thateac:h~w

..ddition 10 its anon Il.'lKJI'\at~ splendidty. If
you've .. tasle for the strong bl.. ck mlfre of seru;e..
of-....cnder, inventi~ hard·ish sp;tee-opef"atic and
s"'eeping wriling.. then this is the very best Italian
aromatic bIL'Ild mat money an buy. V€'rJ strongly
rt'COrTUl'll.'nded.

But for the moment I'm inttorestl!d not so muc:h in a
value-Iudgment of Ba:l:ter's latest as in the lilrl;t!r
qUe'Slion of the pla~ of the 'fiX-Up' in sdenao fiction as a
whole. 1l1ere's something imponanl here, I think; and I
want to argue the ase using Resplendent as a c:asestudy.
Of oourse for ~ any use of the lenn 'm-up'
sounds like dispraise: a hango\'er from the cheap
publishing tactics of the Pulp days, an atlemptto sell a
bunch of stories to various magazines and then sell them
again by slapping them betwCt!n h..rd rovers. It could be
argut'<! that fix-ups straddle a shift in the publishing
history of the genre, from an age when the shon story
was the dominant form of writlen of sf to the present age
when full-length novels are the Boss. This is what The
lodispensible (as I like to all Oute OlInd Nic:hotl's
£IIcydopn1U1ofScima Fictlim) has 10 5ily on thesub;ect:
A term fin;t usro by A.E. van vogt to describe 0lI
book made up of previously pubtished stories fitted

togethl'r - usually with the addition of newly
written or publishL'<l C\.'fTIenting material - so that
they read as 0lI novel.... an example is van Vagt's
own ThrWI"II"'" .5IqJ$cfl~(frru.p 1951). _ We do
rerognUc that w!-. we all sum a text 0lI fixup we
are mal<ing .. critioll judgment ;os to the internal
OiIh.1re-thefrrl-ol that Iext. We should perhaps
emphasIze, then>fono, thatlhe temI is not. for us.
d"rosatory. In faet, the fixup form may OlIrguably be
ideal for tales of epic SWL"'p through time and span-.
It is perhaps no accident thal Robert A Heinlein's
soeminal Gen"ration-Slarship lal", 'Univt!1'S(!' (1941),
u1timatdy bL"C3.me pan of ar,~l/lIIS r1f tilt' Sky (fixup
I963UK).
It is in pan Outeand NichoU'semboong 01 the lenn
that has kept it fresh in the aitical vocabulary of sf
studies. But where some people like them. others find

them hateful; and it's hard 10 deny that sf ft:\--llp!>. from
Asimov's FOlllldilllml to Charles Stross's Am'lnlllrtfu,
tend to be idea-den:5e, narrativcly wKle-ranging but

rather fragmented and juddery reading e"periences.
There are readers who prefer the smoother finish of a
properly planned-and-exect/tcd novel. But I, for one,
think that Clute and Nkholls are right to praisoe the pulp
possibilities of the fh·up. Indeed; I'd go further; a fIX-Up
like Ba:o.ter's Rn:pll'lIdtlll articulates some of the key
dynanUc:sofsciencefietionitself_
DeslillY'S aildml has. as a sequence, n!\'isited and
fIeshed oot Ba.>.1e(s 'Xeelee' future history, which in the
quickest of quid, summaries gOl.'$ as follows:
humankind is conquered by the alien Qa:o.. from whom
they obtain an immortality treatmentthal ..Hows <:'\'rtain
individuals to live for millions of years (they're c:alled
'Pharaohs', and one of them is the one c:haraeter who
oversees all the stories in Rlspltlldt>l/~ After throWing
off the Qa:l: yoke humans spread through the galol:o.y,
fighting a drawn-out war with another alien rao', the
'Qnsls'. EVeflluollly humanity becomes the gala:o.1's
dominant species. with a single eJl.<:'\'ption: the godlike
and mysterious XCt!lee. War is inevitable and lasls many
hundreds of thousands of yea~ We c:rose them out of
their fortress at the hellrt of the galaxy, but our victory,
over time, tums to inevitable defeat. Many of Baxter's
no\'els fill in details of this timeline. lbe first Destiny's
Onldmt novel introduced a ne.... twist. the 'Coalescent$'
of the book's title: an e\'otution.ary development of
humanity into hi\'e'-like forms. The second. &ultAnl,
dramatised the means by which individuoll humans
became so effiriently subordinated into the needs of the
Army as to beoome nothing more than ~lIs in a
leviathan. And TrmlSCI!lldfll1 drarrultised the choice
between humanity and group-godhood. All three books
are about individuality versus unity, through family,
society,and religion. respect:h'el)'.
In Respkrrdrnl, the stories all riff on the tensioo
between al)mated individuality and rollaborolti\'e or
symbiotic coalesa-nce. On the one hand are many
individual human characters. and the fragmented
overarching form of Rtlipltudnrt-as-fi,,-up; on the other
hand are the \'arious collaborative or unified creatures,
and the whole-sight vision of Baxter's future history,
something that can be apprehended as a single unity (as
one c:holracter puis it: ~in configuration spa~ all the
moments
that
comprise
00 I'
history
e."ist
simultaneouSly"', p.62), 'The ghosts are coIlecth'e
c:reatures. Mol rommunity of symbiotic creatures. an
aut.uky"' (p.I05); humans are fiercely individualistic.
But at the same time, to defeat the ghosts. humans must
subordinate their individual urges to the collective
good; for instance to SIlcrifice themselves in battle
Baxter's coalescent hive-humans. Ilnd his immortal
Pharaoh humans. sland as the Iwin emblems of this
principle of aggregation. 'Ihe hives aggregate Sp<1tilll/y,
and the pharaohs olggregare lICTll5S Ii~. In both
instances Baxler is trying 10 find a way of connecting the
particular olnd the gener.. !. the atom and the wholevision. The very 'bitty.ness' of the fi:o.-up fonn becomes
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part of its point, as 11 formal articulation of tne
underlying separation out of which the wholeness is
construed.
In otner words. tne many stories in this book
precisely dramatise the formal logic of the fix-up: the
tension between an atomised and a unified vision of
thing$. This is, at rool, a philosophic question; something
of which Baxteris perfectly well aware. His characters
Rcth Cana and Gemo debate it in one of the best of the
stories in ~pltmklll, 'Reality Dusr:
'"There is no tilmt M he wh~pered. ~Then-. is no
space. This is the rt'SOlution of an anrienl debate ~
do we live ina uni\'erseof po..>rpctual change, or a
uni~ where neither time nor motion t'Xist?
Now we understand. We know we Ih'e in a
unh~ of static shapes. Nothing exists but the
particles that make up lhe uni~ - thal make up
us. Do you see? And \'I~ can measure nothing but
the separation between lho!;e partick$. Imagine a
unin'f'Sl' of a .single elementary particJ.., an electron
fOI' perhaps. Tlwn there could be no space. For
space is only the ~r;ltion bo..'1W~'ftI particles.
lime is only lhe measurement of dLangC5 in that
separation. So there ('OI.lld be no time. Imagine now
auniVt'fSeoonsistingoflU'o~rticles
...M(60)

This notion. MSpace is only the separation bet.....een
particles", Ba):ter cn!dits to -an ancirot philosopher.

Mndi, or Alar-qllr (which is to say, Emst Madl,. 183S1916). But Mach elaborated what was a basically
Liebnizian understanding of spacetime: that it is purely
M

relational.
'R€-ality Oust' is a story that ronnects Earth in AD
5408 and a strange delocalised island set in a black!iea of
entropy and made out of a weird du!it. By the end of the
story we understand that this island is to be found not so
much in another dimension as in a superdimension that
~urn!o all the others; Ihat its dust is the 'reality dust' of the
tale's title. To return to Reth and Gcmo's conversation:
with two particles it is possible to have separation, and
time
Reth bent and. with one linger, scattered a line of
dark dust grains across th" floor. "Lct each dust
grain represent a distantt-a configuration in my
miniature t.....o-particle cosrn"". Each grain is
labelled ..... ith a single number: th('separation
between th"lwo particles" H" stabbed his finger
into!he line, picking out grains. ~Hrrr the particles
area metre apart; Ilrrra micron; Irrrr a light year .
this diagram of dust shows all thal is import"nt
about theunderl)'ing universe." (61)

01' course, this is a simplified two-dimensional
model. In our Space ~of stupendously many
dimensions" the reality dust is prodigiously multiple,
filling 'configuration space'.
What 'rcality dust' rcpresents. in fact.. is the
Leibnizian monad. lodeed, this sI10uld ring a bell.
f.:mlwllI concems. in part.. ancient ronsciousnesses,.
'minds from the dawn of time' that play a key part in
humankind's capture of the GaI<>Ctic core: Baxter names
these beings 'monads',

2.

So what are monads? Cottfried Leibniz wrote at a
time when the fundamental nature 01 the spacetime was
the subje<:t of intense philosophical scrutiny. What is the
core stuff out of which everything around us is made?
What can we break down the universe into? Some
Ancient Greeks had suggested that everything is 'really'
mr.. thing.. material atoms. aggregated into very many
VilriOUS arrangements. Descartes, on the other hand,
argued that everything is 'really' tuv things, 0Ile' he
called "",lIer and the other he called spirit or soul: hence
'Cartesian dualism' (strictly speaking. he argued that
reality is Ihrff things; matter, soul and God; but then
again.. strictly, he didn't think the last of these was part
of our 'reality' in the way the other two are). But many
seventeenth- and eighteenth-eentury philosophers were
unhappy with thi$. If matter and soul are radically
different things, as Descartes believed them to be, how
could they possibly interact? Spinoza suggested that the
cosmos was 'really' one thing. which he fenre-sittingly
caUed MGod, or Nature~. E'~rything we can see, all the
chairs and tables,. peo~ and animab,. are actually just
infiedionsor aspects of this underlying reality.
But Lcibniz was not persuaded by this el<planation.
For if everything is actually ju!it modalities of one
undertying substance, then how roukl anything be
different to anything else? How could there be motion or
dLange, or (if ....~ are ju!it nodules of God poking
through) how could we ha"e free will? Now, Uebniz
did believe in God ilS the grouod for the very possibility
of existence, but he also wanted to find iI way of
theorising mutability in the COSfI'IOS. His solution was
monads: an infinite number of simple, immaterial and
indestructible units out of which reality is constructed
(in fact it would be more accurate to say that the 'I'l!ality'
we all inhabit is a function of the interaction of these
fundamental spiritual atoms).
Leibniz's system is olten dismissed as too baroqucly
complel< 10 be meaningful (8ertrand Russell called it a
fairy tale, an intemally-oonSistent but impossible piece of
fantasy world-building). But there are times when
Leibniz comes across as remarkably modem. So, for
instance, he conducted a lengthy debate with his
contemporary Newton Oiler whelh"r there was such a
thing as "absolute spare and time". Newton thought
there was. Leibniz,. like Einstein after him,. thought not.
According to Leibni:£,. and also to Mach. there are only
relative relationships between things. Everything
depended on the position from which you observe it
Motion ind~'t.'d doc'S not depend upon bt'ing
observed: but it does depend on its being possible
to b." obse.... ed. There is no motion where there is
nochangelhat canbeobser\'ed. And when there is
no change that can be observed, there is no change
at all. (quoted in Nichelils Jalley's lI."il",i:
IRoulk-dge 2005L p.86)
Leibniz's monads not only constitute but also (each,
individually) nmpjtlllll~ the entire cosmos. This is the
59th paragraph of L.eibniz's MOFlndology (1714):
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This connl'dion of adaptalion of all created things
with each. and of each with all therl.'St, means that
...ach simple substance has relarions whkhe"J:wss
all the others; and that consequently it IS a
perpetual living mirror of Ihe univeT5e... it is as if
there w...re as many diffcrl'llt unh·eTSe!l. which are
hoWLover but diffcrL'Ilt perspe<1ives of a single
universe in acoord;:lncc with the different poinlsof
viewof"achlTlOrl3d,
It's in these senses. I'd argue, toot we can start to
think of scieno:.'e fiction as a properly Leibnizian genre"
and the fix-.Llp in particular a deeply 'monadic' mode of
literature.
So: 10 step from the analysis of the material
substratum of the actual universe to the definition of
science fiction, and to distinguish betWeftl "realist'
fiction and sf. The former tells stories and ~bes "
world. Realist novels depend upon our connecting their
stories to this one cosmos. the one we inhabit. sf, on the
otheT hand, deligh~ in the promiscuous Cf'f'ation vi a
boundless number vi al/tnUJI~ worlds and inflections of
our world: future realitioes, alternate presents and pasts.
Of course. if these sinal different-realit)('s had no point 01
connection 10 our world they would struggle to interest
us; whilst if they simply replicated our world then they
would be Realist WO!'ks. In a textual sense this is the
'subslilnCl"
dilemma over whkh the ant>que
philosophers struggloo; and the ans.....er. in textual
teTlTl5" lies in a Liebnizian monadoklgy. Each sinal
reality has its own discrete C),istenre; but at the same
time each acts as a Mperpt'lual living mirror of the
[textuall universe~. reflecting and embodying the
megatext .....e call 'science fiction'. So Baxter's Xeelee
cosmos is its own thing.. and simultaneously a thing
filled with echoes and intertextu;:11 refereores to the
whole backlist of science fiction.
TIlere are several senses in which a book like
R~phmdenl makes this plain. E.::ldt story. for instanct'.
contains CI1Qugh information about Baxter's overan:hing
story (who the Silver Ghosts are. what a spline ship is.
how humanity managed to ddeat so imposing an
enemy as the Xcelce) that a first-time reader coming
across thl' tale as a slandalone would be able to
understnnd it. To read the t(lles in sequem:e is 10 clatter
across these repeated explanations over and over, like
driving across a cllttlegrid; but that'sa necessary part of
the fact that each slory must IlOtli stand (llone Ill1li reflecl
the whole narrative. And there's another sense in which
each story functions as a monadic mirror. Take for
example the story "Ghost Wars' (2006). The set-up is this:
humanity has suffered a setback in its Wilr against the
Silver Ghosts; a 'Black Ghost' has come 10 power and is
organising the millions of sUVl'r globes. A team of
humans must assassinate the leader. This tale works
excellently as space-opera in its own right. but atso
resonates with memories of other sf: the Ghosts like lessmalign. more emotionless D.1leks. the Black Ghost a sort
of Emperor.Da1ek, the adventure high and thrilling. It is
a story simultaneously distincth"ely Baxterian. and
reminiscent of Heinlein or Nivcn. Doe Smith or Doctor

Wllll. In sf all individual texts have this rel31ionship:
some are more and some less origilUll. but all relate
intertextually to. and recapitulate. the rich back.list of the
genreasawhole.
I sometimes wonder whether. as with lsaillh Berlin's
celebrated distinction between hedgehogs and fo:o:('S, sf
writers as a group lend to divide into Iwo types. On the
one hand thcre is the writer whose individual nO\"elsare
all different to one another. llnd who seems to pride
him/herself on his ability to fashion a wholly different
artefact every time they go bad:. to their wonl processor.
And on the other, there's the author whose nO\"els
most.ly or even exclusively all relate to SOIl"ll' great
singular vision - all prickles on the back of the same
mighty hedgehog. The list of grealS of Hard sf is
populated to a disproportionate degf\'(' with such
hedgehogs: Asimov; Heinlein; Ni\'en; Cherryh; Bo\';o;
Clarke (all those sequels to 2(01). ReynoIds. Baxler
himseU dearly beklngs 10 this group. It's not c1ear to me
why it should be the ca!il'" but the fact is lhat si fans
patently low this sort of story. Each additklnal book
gives you a new story (filii the satisfactions of filling in
details in the o,..erarching old Story.with-a-eapital-5. But
it's also a way of asserting an aesthetic unity 10 the
diversity of individual stories; to rely upon a subst""te or
essence in onler to link the various goings-on.
Berlin went on to talk about ToIstoi as a fox who
wanted to be a hedgehog; and that's a remarlc that
applies to Baxter too. He is so protligate with good ideas
that many of them simply do not fit the bigger picture. If
there Tl'eU an infinite number of stars in the uni\"erse
then the night sky would be white (for even the
interstellar dust .....ould have heated up and would
glow). Baxter .....ants to set a story there. Hut thafs not the
universe of his future narrativl'. But he writes the story
anyway ('TIle Cold Sink'). parcelling it off into a
budded-off parallel universe. So many of Baxter's
thought-experiments and images. howsoever striking..
e:o:istinthisseparale.monadicway: planctslinkt.'<l bya
connecting bridge built from mud bricks ('1"e Ghost
PiI'); or a sentient moss that can stop time ('The
Dreaming Mould'); or posthumans living on the event
horizon of a black hole ('Hetween Worlds'). But at the
S<lITle time each of Ihese monllds is mllde. through the
catch-all abilities of the Qax and theXcelec. to reflect the
wholefictionilluniverse.
Baxter's coalescents, his armY'ilggregiltions of
humanity. the vilriOUS slories all teeming with
origirullity that are nonClhell'ss subordinated to a larger
Narrative _ illl these things enact the monadology of
science fiction itself. So many separate and hermetic
realities. one great gl'nre. What better formal
embodill"ll'nt 01 this than the fix-up?

Adlllll RobI'rts is II writer Iflld eTltic uf sf; his nlosl /Ut"t
"ovel is Gradisil (Z006}. He 11l./ltS II littlt u'lIy u>e>1 uf
wlidoll.
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imitations are always wlf imposed. E\'en as
readers of speculative fiction,. although we like to
think of ourselves as naturally questioning, ....1'
stay in our comfort zones too often. This is what I
thought when I picked up and started to read Anton
Marks' novel /11 IJ~ Days of Drtad (21)>1, X-press). It was
not what I ....ould usually consider sci!'nCl:' fiction,.
though Marks ",adily describes it as such, and I fear few
",aders in the BSFAorabroad will haw read it or heard
of it
What was it that grabbed me? Perhaps it was that it
was just a bloody good read, 11 tt'rrific talc set in a
dystopian London forty yens hence, L·Town, with
interesting protagooists - a black man ",turned from a
mililary tour in South Africa, 10 be a partner in a hightech Sl"CUrit)' services business; a beautiful and edUGlted
religious woman - whose fatt'$ are inti'rtwined. Perhaps
it was the political intrigui', or the action. Or perhaps it
was the realisation that as a white pscudo-middle-<:lass
science fiction reader, r was reading something that r
didn't think (')(istOO, and recogniSt'd how special it was,
perhaps in an attempt to open my mind further. ReligiOl'l
and politic:"al control are central issues throughout the
book, and we cum!' to see them in their wider context.
This is the new quandary, perhaps: how do we find
sf that may not be published by the imprints we know,
as part of the sf genre, yet has much to add to our
understanding of what the form is capable of? Sf has
always had black writers, from Samuel R. Delany to
Octavia E. Butk-r, as recently discussed by Nisi Shawl in
her article in Vtdor 248. But most cl them have cum!'
from a North American, Afro-QlTibbean culture; to
discover an equivalent work of black British science
fiction wasa shock- albeit a good one. And it is perhaps
what the genre needs, fresh and different, unrt:'strained
by the legacy and history of the sf we know.
So I tracked down Anion Marks to ask him to lalk
about his book, and sf in general. in his own words.
J8: Could you utk .lI bit .bout In Iht Dtlys of Drrildwh.lt the book is .bout,. ud why you wrote it?
AM: lIt I/t~ Days of Dread 15 based roughly forty years
into the future and is my attempt at extrapolating from a
black perspective our importance in world history past,
present and future. This alternative future has Africa
struggling to maintain a Commonwealth of Democratic
African Stales (CDA5); t~ way cl life which is Ras
Tafari has booded with its Christian roots and has
become a mainstream I'\'ligion; ritd.sm has become more
extreme; tedmology more advanced; and British society
is coming to grips with the economic and cultural power
of a united Africa as renected in its indigenous people of
African descent.
Asim Marshal. the main protagonist. has headed a
cm'ert military unit ",t up by the British government to
help maintain the CDAS and therefore protecting EEC
interests in the continent. He comes home - L·Town is a
future slang term for London - after his tour of duty

wanting to be a normal family man again. but his past
will not let him rest. He falls in love, is reunited with his
daughter and finds passion in something other than
violence and chaos. Still he is dogged by his history, and
when his loved ones are threatened he has to revert to
type and stop the threat at all costs. The idea of an
ordinary man, his military training not wilh5tanding who has 10 raise a family, who is looking forIO\'e, who is
being a son to his parents, a big brother to his sisler and
a working man - being thrown into an extraordinary
situation was a fantastic way to explore Asim and his
future.
J8: Did )"ou set out to write it is science fiction?
AM Definitely. but for lhe sciena- fiction purists out
there maybe it wouldn't be classed as such because it
doesn't expound on some far-reaching scientifK theory.
Although I personally feel sciena.- fktion has re&fined
itself so many times a huge variety of stories count
Paraphrasing Wikil'edia: if the narrative world differs
from our own present or historical reality in least onc
significant way itean be considered. as scierK'l' fKtion.l
wholeheartedly agree. The difference may be
technologic:al. cultural. physical. historical, sociological.
philosophical or metaphysical - so depending on what
definition you subscribe to my 00\'1'1 could be
considered futuristic thriller or science fiction. My idea
was to simply approach a futull;l world through the eyes
cl characters that normally have never been given a
point of vioew but are an integral part of the world we
live in and will be as long as humankind exists.

JB: Do you read much science fiction?
AM I adore the Science Fiction, Fantasy and Horror
genres. 1 remE.'mbcr sitting on my dad's lap as a kid
watching films my mam would totally disagree with if
she found out. I grew up on this stuff and although I
was mainly educated in Jamaica that pas90n for all
things fantastic never diminished. Instead it was
coloured by my African and Caribbean innuences. My
influences are wide and varied but if I was to point to
science fiction authors then I would point to Is.'mc
Asimov, Detavia Butler, Frank Herbcrt, Samuel R.
Delany, Arthur C. C1arkc. Nalo Hopkinson, Philip K.
Dick, Michael Marshall Smith. Tananarive Due and
Dean Ing. I( we were to go to films then: Star WM!>, 81_
Rum,,", AJitll, 2ooJ' A Spua CJdyssty, C10st fnrolllltns of
lilt Third KDtd, War of tJW' Worlds, 1M C»y of /11t Triffids.
And the list goes on...
JB: The novel is published as Black writing. Do you
consider Black writing to be a genre in its own right?
AM: In an ideal wortd it wouldn't be, but it seems from the bookstores and publishers' point cl view at
k-ast - that our e).perienres are so far remcwed from
those of the white middle class reader that it almost
seems to be another genre. That can be a goo..-t thing.
because I believe the need to find out about who black
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wheT(' did that future (oml.' from?

people really are is on the increase, where a few years
ago it was not consideft'd l:'SSefItial to your existence. The statl.' of Africa in tne no\'e1 was mnstructed from
You would see all you lll:'eded about Africans - in
resean::h and some e:o.lrapolation on my part. lhe
Africa or the Diaspora - thl'(ll.lgh the television and that Commonwealth of Democratic AfriGm States (ame
was good enough then. Tif1ll:'S have changed, thankfully,
about because of the Pan African mo\'ement. The hope
through our efforts in It\(' media. sports, fashion and
was to unite the rontil'll'l'lt under one mrrunon language,
eotertail'U'l'll:'rlt. The wider publk are realizing ...'e are
a president. common rurrerxy and emnomks,.
multi-faceted, multi-dimensional as any otner people are
centralized govert'Ulll'nt et(. If you know anything 01
and wE' canoot be slotted into convenient generalizations
Africa's history )'OU know that p~ is a daunting
because we make SOfl"II' people uncomfortable. If readers one to say the least. but a dT('am some of the more
want 10 know more and if it makes life easier for them
forward-thinking leaders dlerish dearly. So in D4ys of
having Black Writing as a genre then I'm all for it.
Dnwll made it a reality, whl.'T(' certain Afri(an nations
I feel it is important that readers are aware that the
grasped tht' COIlCt'pl and became part of the new state,
book they have purchased to entertain and (hallenge
while a few others fought for isolation. So smaJ1 civil
them will hopefully do so, but from a bla<:k perspecth'e.
wars Wl.'T(' being fought to bring the dissidents to heel.
In some cases that will not be different from the
Africa's present situation had to be l"{'fleclt'd on and
perspective they are familiar with - but then again
realistic ways found in my view to tum thing around for
seeing through the eyes of a science fiction author who
such a great and important continent. There was no alien
grew up in the Sudan, for example, would prepare you
intervention-that could be another tale - no quick fix
for a (resh viewpoint. Science fiction can only be as
solutions. For Africa to unite it would be sh('l:'r human
open-minded as the authors that neate these fantastic
sacrifice and struggle.
worlds or characters. Our times reflect our compositions.
JB: You used a number of recognil.olble places in
In the 'SOs we had no place in the future; Ch'it Rights
London such as Shepherds Bush, W;l5 there any
and ApartheId were the political realiti"", Today we are
specific reason for this?
being recogni:ted as part of the great human family and
the political realities are quite different, and so our films
AM: I wanted to cany my readers along with me for the
ride and show them parts of London not normally
and books T('flect that.
featured in r'IO\'i.'Is: Hartesden. Shepherds Bush etc.
J8;
the Dtlys of Drtlld ukes quill' a bit from blx:k
When you can blur the lines of reality with a reader, for
culture, such as R.uu. HId uses Afri(a as an inleR'Sring
no matll'T how short a time, you ha,,€, their full
sidebar futuristic setting. To ....hat edent do you feel
involvement. You ha\'e tran5pOrted them between the
you are offering something new to reade,,?
pages. Whether you U"l.' in the UK or not. I ...·anted
AM: I think any author would feel privileged to be able
booIdovers to identify with the real London of today and
10 bring a new flavour to their readership. What I did
the possible London of the future. Certain landmarks
with III lilt' Days of Dmid, bringing all of these elements a'ment that certainty in your psydle that although it is
together to make it tne exciting read I hope it is. may
futuristic fiction this can be T('ality. It adds 10 the illusion.
never been done before in this way. But it wasn't meant
J8: Did you have any difficulty gelting the novel
to be contrived, I was simply proViding a snapshot of
published? And what are you working on now?
the society forty yl.'ars hence but from the viewpoints of
characters who cared about what was happening in Iheir
AM It was very difficult, because my publisher had to
u'l.Irld. And it just so happened that in 'their world' they
consider the comOlerdal viability of my work for a
were conalmed about the issues outlined in the novel.
market that is very science fiction shy. I"m trying to open
up or possibly redefine what my market is, and so with
IB: The two main settings in the novel, Africa and
that in mind X-pn.'S5 Publishers are slowly mOling
London. are very vividly T('ali:l:ed. Were you conscious
around to tht' idl.'3., particularly due to lhe great
of trying 10 provide an alternative to the Slandard
response. So I've promised two books a year, where one
futuT6 for those St'Uings?
will be futuristk based, sci-fi or horror, and the other
AM: Well yes. With so many portrayals of tne future
will be crime fiction, I've already completed another
being realized by some of the great sci-fi visionaries out
futuristic: erotK:Jthrilk>r called 69 set in the same timeline
tneT(', I had to make $UT(' the feel I wanled to portray
as In lilt Days ofDrtad - forty yl.'ars Nonce, in L-Town, It
was not a carbon copy of what had alT('ady been done. I will be published in I\pril2007.
was blessed because Africa and the Caribbean had been
ignored otCrOSS most of the popular media so the milieu I
Nolt': Anion'S II.Ybsl/.t, ~ YO" will ~ llbk 10 p"rdwst h~
constructed was fresh and unique. And, as for London,
boob, uill M livr by AtRrdl 2007. In IM Days of Drtrld IS
how rn;)Jly times ha~'e you seen our great capitol
Olrrrntlylll.'lfilllblt/llfOl'S/lX-p..-sshltpilu.'u'U''¥puss.ro.IIk>,
explored from tne viewpoint of black man. especially
bill All/all IID$ said ITVIdtrs should ftri fm 10 order from him
dirtdlyif lhqu'Ollldp#,lIll1nlon.lflllrb@tl/in/trlltl.rolll.
one in the future?
JB: Your portrayal of Afrka was rather disconcerting- Shipping u>ill ~ frer 10 BSFA mt'Tllbm:.
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TIw Arthur C. Clarke Award: A Cnhcal Anttdogy,~.
Pmll KlnaWlif'ith And'Im". AI. Sul/tT(Sunulip Founillltiarl)
o..ughler$ of Earth: Feminist ~ Fiction in the
Tw<'l'loc'th C<nttuy, nI. "l5li"", l..JutW<'St~ (Wtskyan
U"wn"Sity PrnsJ
Great British Comics. P"ul Gnn~tt (Artnmr PIfls Lld.}
James Tiptn....., Jr.: TIw Double Lire of AJire B. Sheldon.
/IIIi<'PI,illi'IS(SI.M.IIrtin'sf'rm)
rold~'r. A Festsduift for John Clute and Judith elute, nI.

F/lmh M(lIdlt'SOlm (01.1 Ell""

Boob)

For tht be.rtfit of lIew meml~'rs, l!lis is diffrrl'l1t 10 IIIe
IIroct'dw1' iu prt'l'io/lsyt'lIrs. n,t IIlm-ficlioll Ciltrgory fl'llsfirst
;/Ilrod"ced i" 2001 /lS nil ml'llrd m,,'d 011 Iry llie meml1('rsll;p,
;11 tI,,'smue fmy as nil IIlfol!wrcrllt'goriN. Illm"'suspt!rrded
101'2004;/01'2005,11 diffi'reut IIppt'Olldr llYlS lIiloltd, ill u~lic1J
1I0miul1lwllswerrim';tedasnorru/lI,llIrdIJ",rrlljlldgirrgpllutl
(Offl~lidl Ill'llS iI IIJ1'lllmJ ~l«ttdil Wimll'1' lIlfd 11 WlUplIlIioll
rtamrmnrdt'd rmdi/lg list. CrilicisltlS nmdt of tilt' system uSl'd
jOrtl",2005m,oaminduiklllilt il (orlll ktlSl tl",uoay it U1JS
IIIrplfflH'lfltdJ impliM 11l1I1 BSFA mffllbtrs at Iil~ u"," lrot
Clll'llpI'kI,1 tojltd~" It(IfI-jiclion QUoarrl. by impIialtimr
dimillislling tilt ,mll" et tl.. .."rl~ /I1ml'ds; IIlrd. from IJlt
oIhn nul et tk sptdnllll, lhal >rcnIrllllg sltJfiOOrliy
kllOU'krlg<'tlbkjwlgrsorIOlJlOlrgoillglwulSuuIlldbtdiffiO/lIif
IWlIn!p05Sifok.
HUU'Cl'fT, 11", p"Nialtioll of Illis Yf'IU's rffOfl1mnultd
l'f'dIiillg lisl without " sillS'" lI~mrn gnJUIIttd 1111 "'fIllU
AmOIlIII et discI/ssiorl, ,amI 1I~...tllO' lilt BSFA sholl/d
amtim", 10 Jrllf1f' 11 1ItJll-fidi(Jrj m''l/rd, IIl1d if so t1~UlI form il
amid Iakt'. Mosl et tlw dootssiCIlI from u~lidl '''is fIrlick is
dmu~r
took
p1i1a
(Ill
lilt
Vtdor
blog,
III
<Jrltp:III1'1V/l!.TOfl:tort'ditors.llurdpffSS.romf>. I 1l1rgrly sl/lyrd
0111 of it; Ji'llt 0111 rt'/ld my 1,1t.'11'S ill tilis mltt"s t'dilorilll. W1'lll
follU/l! 111',' ti,e l'it'fI'S of 11 St'kcliou ofrt'l'h.'/I'l.'rs, critics, oud
ollltr 8SF'" m"",bers, I"" furtlftr discussioll f1'OI,ld fw mort
Hum wdrom,'. nis is, l/JO/It', Clfmore 1111111 jllsl academic
i,rtert'S1 - lilt, BSFA AflVlrdsllre yOllrnu,",rds, SCSIJt'II!: "Il'
As,·{'t'r,letlt'rstoVectorsJJOllldgoto{l<'(t<lr.t'dil~"",il,tmI~
orlil"l1dd~ol!t1reillsidt(()!Jt',.

Paul Kincaid: I am delighted to disC{wer that 11lt' Arllmr
C. Clan:.. Armrr/: A CritirnJ AII/JroIogy is on the BSFA NonFiction Award recommended reading list. And I'm
pleased to see Po/Mr, edited by Farah ~iendlesohn. on
the list, not least because I'm also in that book rm
disappointed ho.....ever. !hat no actual award is 10 be
prest'flted in this category. I thoroughly approved of last
)'ear'5 arrangement. in which the award was open to
nominations from members bot a final winner was
chosen by jury. I'm not sun:' what the reasoning is that
has led to no award being prest'flted this year, bot I
think il is a poor decision.

Edward lames: I fuel guilty about not going to BSFA
meetings. or, if I go, not making my voice heard. But as
someone who produces". occasionally. sf non-fiction and
does Itol produre science fiction itself. I feel e>.c1uded
from lhe organizatton whKh I first joined 43 years ago.
Two questKlns: can v,'e find out why the BSFA
abandoned the non-fiction award,. and can we restore it?
"The BSfA. after aIL is only the tob1ity of its members,
and probably more of its ITIl'mbers wrile
sf than
actually write sf. so one would think that a rna;ority of
the membership did {a,'our a non-fiction award,

1Ibm,'

Ad.lm Roberts: It certainly seems a bit silly offering a
'recommended reading list' of SF criticism. rather than
deciding (via a BSFA vote, or if it's thought lhat too few
members are inlerested enough in criticism 10 have read
the stuff. by a panel of experts as was done last year) on
a title. I assume the intention is to spread the honour
around, but I don't think it works that way: a
'recommended n:'ading list' sounds like something y"ur
rollegtl professor hands to you and insists thnt you read
whether yOIl wanl it or not; it seems. paradoxically,
dispraising rather than praising the works themselves.
An award makes sense in that it picks one litle that
deserves closer alti!f1tion. or merits celebriltion.
Otherwise the award becomes like a primary school
sports day where everybody is given kopk-lollies just
fortumingup.
My ha'pennorth would be: if the BSFA (I mean
members,. or committee-on-behalf~·members) isn'l
inlerested enough in sf criticism to decide an award it
should stop offering one. Put out an award for TV,
cinema. graphic novel instead perhaps. Don't get me
wrong: I think this would be ill gn:'at shame, and !hat si
criticism is wry poorly represented in the awards
culture, But that would seem to me man:' honest.
Tony K~n: I think my problem with the Non-Fiction
Non-Award is the message that it sends out about
criticism: that in the BSFA's opinion writing aboul sf
really isn't that important. and doesn't warrant a proper
award, Of cou~, actual original sf creation is always
going to be more important than the ~ondary activity
of wriling about that cn:'ation. But nevertheless. good
criticism is important. and J feel that pa.rt of the mission
of the BSFA is promoting good criticism - that is, after
all. why V«lor exists in its CUfTl'nt form. Now, one c.m
say that lhe recommended reading list does promote
non-fiction. and I suppose it does for someone who has
time to read all fi,·e. But what of someooe who doesn't?
One of the functions of the besl novel award is the BSFA
as ill group saying. ~if you're only going 10 read one
f\O\'el this )'ear, we think il should be this~. OW the
Associatkln is not going 10 do this for non-fiction. Given.
as Adam rightly observes,. criticism is not o''erly
supplied with awards. for the BSFA to pull back in this
fashion ~ms to me to be a retrograde step.
Gnh.lm Sleight: Tony, a few disagreements. I think:
thc~ a~ ill number 01 probk!rns budt onto tM non-netJOn
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award as it has stood for t~ last couple of yt"a~ and
can', easily see how they could be resol\'ed. First, it
tends to privilege book-length over essay-length (and
essay-length over review-length) stuff. This is.
historically, a field where a disproportionate ilmount of
critical work gels done in reviews; how are you going to
reward that? (Example: I Ihink David Langford is
terribly undervalued as a reviewer - as opposed 10 a fan
writer - and I can', see anything in ,~ current set-up
that would unpick thaL) Secood.. I think comparing stuff
written within the protocols of academic writing and the
world at large is not exactly apples and oranges but
certainly very difficult. And third, as I understand it. the
non-fiction award currently (and has always?) excluded
stuff published in Wc/or and Mntrix, which is a pretty
big gap - Gary Wolfe's piece in Vector 249, for instance,
is one of the best I've read anywhere in the last year,
(Full disclosure, of course - I'm a reviewer/essayist. but
not yet a book author; I ha\'e essays in two of the
rocomrnended books; and I'm editor-in-waiting of
FOlllrdallOPl.)

"The solution may be, therefore, to ha\'e a UK sfrelated non-fiction award run by a body other than the
BSFA, and divided into short- and long-form. Butl still
don't see how you get round the academic/nonacademic divide. [ think a recommended reading list is
probably the leasH,ad solution to that right now.
f\brtin McCnth: I think it's interesting that t~ change
to the oon-fiction aWilrd is attracting so much attention
and ilrgument when the fact, as I understand it. is that
one reason for t~ change is that there was so little
interest in the award as it was previously run. And
while I agree with the current proscription against
nominations for BSFA-published material in the ballot. if
I am anything like the average BSFA member it does
pll!Vent me nominating a significant proportion of the sf
criticism I read each year. Which" I guess. iICts as a
further restriction on the award for many BSFA
members. Personally I quite liked the idea of a 'mixed
economy' approach to this award - either a judged
award based on nominations received from members. or
a iTI<..'ffiber-voted award based on a rt"Commended
shortlist from a panel.

Tony Keen: My problem with Graham's argument is
that whilst all voting systems are imperfect. that i!ill't a
l'('aSQI'l for getting rid 0( them. Yes,. the non-fiction award
will always favour books O\'er artides and reviews. 1be
Recommended Reading list. 100% books. doesn't
address that, and the problem can't be got round
without either splilling the award, or removing any
input from the membership. Yes. it's difficult to compare
the academic and non-academic. And yes, il'sa pain Ihat
BSFA-published material is excluded,. but propriety
rather demands such a clause.
None of these seem to me to be arguments for not
having an award. Similar problems e><ist with the other
categories-It's much easier for a JOO.-pageJon Courtenay
Crimwood novel to get nominated than an llOO-page

"Thomas Pynchon one. for I'('asons that ha\'e nothing to
do with which is the better work. When the final voting
comes round. those short stories available online have
an advantage over the others that again has nothing to
do with their actual quality. And how easy is it really to
romp-1re the work of, say, lain Banks lInd Christopher
Priest?
I may be misreading him. but Graham's i1Tgument
seems to boil down to it being better that no non-fiction
be recognised with an award than that the wrong piece
of non-fiction be so recognized. I reject that argument.
not least because few would dream of employing it in
reference to the other categories.
Andrew M. Butler: The exclusion of the materials
published by BSFA came about, as I recall from the year
that the cover of Or'k'SQIt'O/I!c won best artwork and best
non·fiction book. "There was muttering. in SO/l"I!' quarters.
that nepotism or home team ad\'antage came into playwhich both risked bringing the award into disrepute and
hurt the feelings 01 some of those invoh'ed in producing
the material. I was only eveT short-listed for one of the
Pocket Essentials - the same rear as Omega/ropic - but
my instin<:t since th!."n would havebcen to decline the
nomination whilst I was directly involved in the BSFA.
In most competitions. employees of the rompany
ronning it are forbidden from entering.
On a judged award, we're dealing with a small pond
here - I'm in two of the shortlisted ~ and am
credited for one of those. My guess is that the two books
ha\'e about half a doun contributol'$ in common.. Adam
and I are working on two books (along with two other
editor.;) with overlilpping contributors. some of whom
lire active reviewers,. and/or the sort of pt'rson you'd
think to ask to be a judge for a non·fiction award, A lot
of us are mates or hang out or at least have a grudging
respect for each other. I can't think of a mechanism that
woukl allow the BSFA (or the Science Fiction
Foundation,. which my gut suggests would be a more
natural home) to «:>me up with infonned judges who
would not be open to idiotic charges of nepotism. It
perhaps would also look odd to ha\'e two different
means of judging the awards.
But a membership award is also difficult, because the
rover prire5 of non-fiction can be prohibitive. Some
academic journals are prohibitively expensive (although
perhaps a password protected PDF might be made
available). and much .-:ademk press is worse.
Greenwood Press \-oIumes start at f:5O. and milny are
probably more expen5ive. Even with a hardback si oo\'el
at tv.enty quid, il's reasonable to assume a sufficient
sized readership to get an informed popular decision
over five novels. Enough people automatically buy the
shortlisted no\'!."ls of the major awards. TIle C/IIII/Jridse
Compalliorr 10 Sdrna Fictio,r was reasonably priced; lhe
Blad:wells Companion is £85. I wouldn't have bought a
copy of it new, despite some reall)' good stuff in it.
It woukl be great to have a non·fiction award (and a
proper one, not one which goes 10 books of rover art as
the Huge for Best Related Book tends 10 do), but I can'l
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see a respectable way of judging it As with many things
it oeeds to be seen to be above n'proach as well as being

abovereprooch.
Paul Kinuid: As a declaration of interest I have now
been ' ~ ' in the BSFA Non-FKlion Award
category twice in succession. once for an essay, once for
a book I edited. I am nattered and honoured. And I also
know that I wOllld not win if an award wen' given this
year, becau5e the Tiptree biography is by a long chalk.
the best work on the list.
But I still think there should be on award. It is
importont, because other than the Science Fiction
Research As5OCiation awards (which tend 10 be
academic awards) and the Hugo Best Related Book
(which is a catch-all for anything nol aCh.lally fiction and
rarely even shortlislS anything remotely like criticism)
then' is no award for sf criticism. And that is a deeply
regmtablesituation.
I agree with Adam that ~ply issuing a n'ading list
is mon' like setting an exam than honouring good work.
And it also .sidesteps the very thing that any award is
theoretically supposed to do, which is name the best.
l'hcre is indeed a problem in mmparing a review
wilh a mllection of essays with a biography with an
t'llcyclopedia and so on - though there are comparable
problems with ('1Iery award there is. How about making
Iwo awards - short form and long form? That way you
wouldn't actually be mmparing a book. with an essay.
But we do mme down to the basic issue that the fact of
the award is more important Ihan anything. so if you
don't want to split it. we still oeed the award itselr.

2.

I) There is some debale O\'er a category definition lriggered either by interest in a new calegory or by an
attempt to dean up an existing one.
2) Concerns begin 10 arise (often triggered by
hypothetical cases) about l!'Vt'ry possible wording
change - Jl"Ople can always think of an e:l.ceptionCIIS1l'
lhat won't be favoured.
3) The language proposed for the award 10 clarify
what is I is not eligible gels more and mon' tortuous.
4) Someone argues that if we can't be fair 10
everyone, Ihen we shouldn't have the award.
5) Someone from the silent majority speaks up to the
effect Ihat a common sen5e definition which works 90%
of the time and usually gets the righl ;mswer, and
enables an area of the field to be nollOllred, is farbeller
than solving the problem by recognising nothing in that
area. This view carries lhe day.
I am very much in favour of 5). and have stood up
and argued this case (SU«'l'Ssfully) in the past. There is a
lot of good non·fiction out there. The BSFA members
should be gi"en a chance 10 rerognise it. An appropriate
definition would gi\'e a good answer most of the lime.

Gr.lham SIt'ight: Tony, I don't think YOll're misreading
me mum, My ilrgument boils down to: I) Particularl}'
with something as emotiw as awards often get to be,
you oeed 10 ensure that how lhe rules are couched sets
as level a playing field as possiblor; 2) It's al~
impossible, for the reasons I slaled in my commE'nt.
u~lidl f /Ilink IJrr sp«ific /0 II0ll-jidilm (/ud no//IIII' olhn
ClI/<'A>t1rifi, 10 hilve a level playing field for a non-fiction
award; and therl'fore, 3) Any notion of 'bestness' is
going to be nowed from the stort. And ot the ,'ery leasl,
any award which hus a constraint on its level-playingfield-nessshO\.llddeclarelhatupfront.
I agree with Tony that dedding what's best out of,
e_g~ Priesl and Harrison is difficult; but we do at least
ha,'t' some commonly agreed tools for doing that. And
one is. contra l>auL al least comparing lhe same kind of
entity. One last thought: another way to deal with all
these issues may be 10 reward a bod)' of work in nonfiction over a )'t'ar, rather than an individual work.

Jonathan McC.ilmont. Andrew, I must admil thal your
commenl has resulted in my experiencing a degn-e of
psychic pain like a million Cluh.'S screaming
"Hat.'Creity!" and then being silenced for ('1Ier. So accept
m)'apologiesifl sound tetchy in this
What you're essentially s.1ying is that in order to be
NthI' kind of person you'd want on a jury" you have to
be a de,lCl-tree biographer or critic. Howt>Ver, if)'ou are a
dead,tree biographer or critic lhen you're likely to
~ature in the kind 01 books the jury is likely 10 be
l'\'aluating and therrfore you',.,.
"the kind of person
you'd want on a jury"'. The problem is that you're
suggesting thal credibility is dependenl on Jeo.'els of
o\'('rlap which. if demanded in iJGIdtornia would make
peer-review, lel alone PhD vivas completely impossible.
Or 10 pul il another way, then' are people wno can
intelligently comment upon 0100 evaluate sf biographies
and criticism other than published dead-tree critics.
Selling aside the critics who only function online, as well
as actual sf aUlhors, there are critics and academics who
either look OIl genre in other mediums or are fans of
genre but don't engage with il as part of their day jobs.
Given thatlhe I-Iugosarevoled for by common-orgarden sf fans and command a good deal of respect. I
think you're setting the bar for any notional BSFA nonfiction award absurdly high. What YOU'll' saying really
is as absurd as ·you can't judge a book. of science fiction
until you've wrilten on!" yourself" and we all know how
self-seT\,jng those kinds of remarks tend 10 be.

Colm H.uris: Like Tony, I feel quite slrongly that we
should have a non-fiction award and that I'>'t' should nol
abandon it just ~use there an' difficullies in trying 10
be fair to e,'eryone. I say Ihis as SOlTll'Ol'\O;! who's been
involved in some relaled discussions on Hugo categories
al WSFS Business Meetings in rl'Q!nt years. Broadly
speaking. these discussions tend togo os follows

1.111 Snell; To clarify eligibility - the currenl criteria
clearly stall' thal anything published by lhe BSFA is not
eligible for an award, in any category. (This does nol
preclude items published by members of the BSFA, or
even the committee, provided il isn'l actually the BSFA
publishing it) The reason for this is simpl~; I do not
wont the BSFA Awards to be scen as the BSFA giving
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awards to itself in public.
Jonothan - for a panel-judged BSFA non-fiction
award, the judges would have to COl'l'1e from the BSFA
Being able to reliably gather a panel that is both willing
to judge, feels confident to judge, and will be respeded
tu judge the award is, I think a harder task than you·re
making out, much as Andrew said
·The BSFA is a relatively small pond, and being asked
tojudgc the entirety of sf non-fiction isa hard task that
many people would not be willing to do - myself
included. The proportion of the membership that would
be willing to do the job are probably already fairly active
lInd well-known, and are likely to fulfil! the other two
criteria - but they arc also quite likely to either be
eligible for the award themselves, or judging the Clarke!
This isn't be<ause only those who write the stuff are
good enough to judge, but because those who are
willing to judge are likely to already be involved in the
critical scene.
Comparisons to the Hugos aren't useful because
they're not a judged aWilrd. A voted non-fiction aword
would obviously be more comparable, but thot has other
problE!ms, primarily thE! d&lining voting figures that led
to its suspension in the first place. A judged award was
not dedded upon because anyone felt that thE! award
generally ought not to be a popular vote, but be<:ause it
was becoming harder to get people voting.
The solution to this problem is potentially to include
judges from outside the BSFA. 1think the Clarke model,
for E!xample, is a good onE!, although 1do believe getting
people to commit to reading all non-fiction in a year
might be harder than gelling them to commit to reading
all fiction in a year - eSpe<:ially since getting the stuff free
to the pane! might be a harder sell thnn for the Clilrke, at
which point the panel is being expected to sjX"nd a lot of
money.
Jonathan McCalmont: lan, I think you're right that the
way ahead is a non-BSFA special jury. You could even
call it "The BSFA special jury prize for non-fiction".
BSFA appoint judges, judges choose winner.
Alternatively you could just pick the judges and thlm
make them honorary members for a year thereby
satisfying the judging criteria ""d reaching out to good
people in the wider SF community that aren't membE!rs
of the BSFA.
Beyond that, I'd be astonished if you really did know
every member of the BSFA who was knowledgeable
about criticism. Short of googling every new member or
only grnnting membership upon successful completion
of a wrillen exam there's no way you can know all the
members of the BSI'A who could judge a series of works
of criticism.
The group you know are the group of people that
you know from cons and BSFA meetings and so on that
you know to be knowledgeable about criticism and SF
and such. It's hardly an equal opportunity layout is it?
How about having an open call for judges? Put an ad in
Vector asking for people who are knowledgeable about
criticism and that are willing to judge.

My point about the Hugos is that i1ulhenticity and
credibility can come from any number of sources. You
don't need higher standards than a PhD viva board.
Graham Sleight: In response to Colin's comment: this
sounds an entirely plausible narrative for what happens
to the Hugocategories. But I'd argue that the case here is
different. First, the Hugo categories lire subje<t to a highprofile process of, let's say, testing and refinement both
formlllly (through the Business Meeting) and infommlly
(through challer, blogospheric and otherwise.) The
Hugo categories we have now are an emergent
phenomenon of decades of scrutiny and debate: this is
not the case with the BSFA non-fiction award. Second,
wc are in the position now where novel-length and
short-shorl-story-Iength pieces of non-fiction get
considered in the same category of the BSFA Awards. If
thut was the case with the fiction Hugos, there would be
an outcry, and rightly so
Paul Raven: Before I put in my ha'penny worth, I'll
OjX"nly confess to being a definitenOOb here-not just to
sf criticism and the judgement of its worth but to
organised fandom in general. and the BSFA in
pllrticulilr.
Thnt said, here·s my pitch. I assume thatlhe ideal is
for the BSFA awards or recommendations to bE! decided
by the interested portion of the general corpus of the
BSFA, not necessarily just the critics and SMOFs and so
on. So how about this: get some smart coder to knock
together a more advanced website for the BSFA., one
with membership logins. Then, for situlltions like this
non-fiction awardjlist malarkey, have some sort of Digglike system where a member can submit an item (on-line
orotherwise,doesn·t really matter as long as it"s plain
what is being referred to) to the pool of nominations
Then other members can look through the list, chase up
stuff they haven't re"d (or perhaps haven't even heard
of) that looks interesting. and give them a thumbs-up or
thumbs down vote. Multiple categories (or subcategories) could bE! supported: book-length, essaylength, review. blog.. opinion piece, humour and so on.
Each member can nominate a theoretically unlimited
number of books or articles, but can only vote on each
article once. Hey presto - rhizom.1tic consensus
engmeeTlng.
Oloy, so the obvious naw is that not 1111 members arc
wired yet (indeed, I infer from prcviousconversations
that a great percent"ge may not be), but J can't see that
situation remaining the same for more th"na few years.
Maybe a long-term idea to mull over? Or maybe I just
SjX"nd far too much time in front of a computer when I
should bereadingorwriting". in all seriousness, though,
asa real newcomer to the field, I think it would be a
shame for the C<ltegory to disappear entirely - I've been
meaning to ask a few people for suggestions on good
starter-volumes of sf criticism so thnt 1can get a feci for
it, and knowing that there has been some debate about
this in previous years leads me to believe I'll get no
shortage of valuable answers
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Colin H;trris: Crahilm, your second point is weI.I mitde,
but in other respects the Hugo case is analogous. The
Best ReLlted Book category is defined as • Any work
whose subject is related to tOe field of science fiction,.
fantasy, or fandom. appearing for the firstti~ in book
fann during the previous calendar year, and which is
either non-fiction or, if fictionaL is noteworthy primarily
for aspects other than the fictional text." So although the
words 'book fonn' appear, the category spreads Widely
from critical works to collections of columns 10
autobiographies and in many ~ art books - diversity
in every fonn eJ<l'ept length, And there is (almost) no
outcry about the problems of romparing these very
different items bec"use the consensus is that the
category we have is the best available compromise.
Nevertheless, I agree that there are differences. so
rather than go down a rat-hole here I'd rather go back to
a more fundamentnl poinl, which is thilt juried awards
and member-voted awards both ha"e their merits.
Neither is inherently betler than the other in any
absolute sense - bul )·ou get somet.hing different
depending on which option you pick. It seems to me
that what we have here is a sense of schizophrenia,
where there is an implication that the general
membership can be trusted to honour fiction works but
not non-fiction. And I don't subscribe to that
presumption. U's inherent in any publicly "oted award
that you may not get the answer you 'wanr. but thaI's
whilt "0){ populi is all about. Whal is more, the BSFA
ITlI'rnbership is in my e..perienceo better inlonned than
the a,'crage group of fans. If we're saying that the group
isn't worthy, lhen I agree fully with Jonathan and those
who say th..1t we're selling the bar absurdly high. And
rertainly I think that's the wrong message to send to a
membership which is smaller thim we'd like - unless we
want it to become smaller still and even more inward
looking.
l'ln SneIl: Jonathan,. I'm not claiming 10 know all the
peopk- who are knowledgeable about criticism;
personally, I don't e\'en know all the people' who go to
cons and Il'leetings. Whal ['m saying is that I suspect that
the people that are willing to come forward to judge an
award, with all the public scrutiny and time
commitments that entails,. are already the people that...
come forward 10 do stuff, with all the SCTUtiny and lime
commitments that ent"ils. Personally, I think that
anyone thilt would be willing to come forward and do
thilt would li~ly be ~rfectly able to do il, but I don't
hear anyone ilctually volunteering. and the people who
hilve done it ha,'e specifically said they don't want to do
it again, becau", it isn'ta fun or rcwarding tilSk.
Colin, ifs nottha! the ~mbership isn't worthy, ifs
that the membership isn't voting. As much as various
interested parti6 here would like to think otherwise, the
BSFA "od EasterCOfl memberships are not as interested
as many would hope.

Jonath.m McCalmont: If the problem seriously is lack of
jurors then I bo!1 if Niall were 10 put something in an
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edition of V«tvr he'd gel a response. I joined the BSFA at
the end althe sununer and I) I wouldn't know who to
talk to in order to become a judge, and 2) I, like most
British people, would probably struggle to write an
email or a letter to the relevant persoo demanding to be
made a judge. So throwing one's anns up in the air and
saying that nobody's interested is clearly nothing more
than lazy pessimism.
Besid6 which. the Hugos have had a very credible
non·fiction award that doesn't just go to artbooks and it
was selected on the basis of a popuLlr mandate. So I'd
argue that fat- this category to go from noading list to
award would only requil'\' allowing people the right 10
vote.
Andrew M. Buller. Jonath:lO, I suspect you'no violently
agreeing with me. When [said that a lot of us know each
other, alii meant was that 50_ of these (kot's call them
the usual suspt>cts) are the sort of people I coukl imagine
on a jury for a non-fiction award within the si 6ekl. 1'.."1'
not given you their names, their place in the uni'"erse, or
even what the two books I alluded to are. Some of the
contributors are faIlS, some of them are academics. some
of them write online as well as on paper, Some of them
are most or all of the above. And I could well imagine
(big of me, [ know!) people on the jury who wel"l!n'tthe
usual suspo."Cls - but II 101 of these people are likely to
produce work online, on paper, in conventKm
programme books,. maybe l','en on toik-t walls,. which
would be eligible for a non·fiction award. They would
then. I assume, have to recuse thl'mselves either from
beingjudj5l'S Of' accepting a nomination.
(When il comes to the Clarke Award, authors either
serve during a year they do not have a book out or do
not lel the book be shorllisted. Or at least, this is what
has happened so far.)
I know that reviews editors from "arious journals
had enough problems finding suitable reviewers for
some of the BSFA, SFF, Cambridge, Blada\"ells volumes.
because the obvious names were in the volumes in
question (or potentially annoyed because they weren't),
Maybe that'.... a failure of their imagination. or their
address books.
Thinking about it, I do trust pretty well all of those
usual suspects to be able to rise abo'"e any rivalries and
conflicts of intereslthat might arise from these particular
people being from a small pond. (There are people who
are not part at this pond. obviously.) Actually, I also
trust that those people who voted ror O"'l"gatr"oplir and its
CO""er art weren't an organised block vote so that the
BSFA could give itself a prize. It didn't stop some
numbskulls from muttering 'fix'.
For what it's worth. ['VI' been on a jury judging
nonfiction. which had thendvantageofaprellytightSt't
of criteria for entry (and was based on submissions
rather than trying to read the four specialist paper·based
acadl'mic joumals, all the BSFA magazines, all theonline
tMogs,. 'zines and websites,. all the conference
prl)(.'l'l'(lings. all the IT'lOI'"IOgraphs,. all the fanzines, allthl'
anthol.ogies, nolto".,...,lion all the non-specialist venues
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whkh now rover the genre). It was slill tougher than
reading all the novels for the Oarke Award. It Yloould be
great to have a non-fICtion award on this side 0( the
Atlantic, but I'm smarter at 5e'eing the problems with it
than the solutions. I wish I could 5eI' the glass iU half
full.

Ad;lm Roberts: A OOI.Iple more things occur to 1Tle'. One
function of the BSFAawards is to ""ward the ~t in si in
a given year; but another function is to give BSFA
members a focus for thinking. writing (in blogs, and
elsewhere), chatting amongst themselves about last
year's sf, not only what were the best things in the genre
for that year, but what 'best' means in terms of sf. This
last thing is extremely healthy and important. One of the
greatest strengths 0( si (over against other genres; crime,
say; Westerns; Romances) is that most of the fans care
very gNatly about the genN, get involved in it. sacrifKe
eoonnous amounts of time and energy in it.
ow the filet of the matter is that. whilst most BSFA
members I know read a great deal of si fiction, long and
short. most don't Nad a lot of book-length or academic
criticism. This is not becau~ they're uninterested in the
critical debates of the genre; it's because academic books
cost ridiculous sums 0( money (the hardback of my
Palgrave history retailed at £55, for the love of ~iminy);
and because most members have limited time and
would rather spend that time on primary than
SC'Condary texts. But this really isn't the same thing as
being uninterested in criticism, It does. however, mean
that few BSFA members are in the position to make a
properly informed voting judgment on a list like the
'recommended list' on the BSFA website
This is by way of Sol"COflding Edward James' point
from way back when. I'm a BSFA member, and a critic
ofsl, butl"m also an academic; so. asa crilic.l tend 10
keep up with the published stuff (because if I can't
afford it. or just don't fancy affording it. I ~n always
order it for my university library). I'm a little atypical in
thoe organisation, for that reason. But a high proportion
of BSFA members, though not academics. are crities, and
most of them are interested in and engaged by critical
discourse as it relMCS to the genre: they blog.. they
review, they publish in fanzines and e-zines and
elsewhere. A non-fiction award would be worthwhile
not only in rewarding the best work, but in making
tnose members feel included.
To do this J think the award would need to be
rejigged: for example, a published criticism award and
an online criticism award.. The former, despite all the
problems (and there are real problems) associated with it
might haVE' to be, as last year, an announcement that a
panel of ex~rts has declared etc M. (If the BSFA t-I
simply announced that the Tiptn.'(' biography was to
rea."ive the non·fietion award this year I can't think of a
single person who would demur, or who would
romplain that an injustice had occurred), The lalter
could be the opportunity for some of the really really
excellent blog and website (and publicly·availableonline journal articles etc) writing to have the spotlight

shone upon it; linkage, and the fact that such things are
bound to be reasonably short,. would give members the
chance to read ('\'ery nominee and give a pro~r1y
infonT'll'd voice to their feelings about the best of it
Gnh.un Sleight: lhat's aU good sense. Adam. I don't
ha'·e any problem with my worl< being judged by the
'proles'". But I think thoE>re's an unexamined notion doing
the hea'')' lifting in your post - if an award were to be
juried, what constitutes 'properly inforTTled'? Do you
simply mean people who've had access to the books in
ways that ordinary readers haven't? Or people who
have sufficient knowledge to f'C'Cr-review!critique the
work in question? That is, are you seeking jurors who
are operating - in terms of their ell:perience/scholarship
etc - at the same 1('\'e1 as those writing the submilled
books? My own \'itw is that for a juried award - with
the connotation of authority it carries - you probably
ha\'e to; but that limits your pool of potential jurors so
radically that it cn'atcs other problems.
Your published
online award division would
solve some things. I suggest. but still doesn't get round
the fundamental problem of book-length vs. reviewlength non-fictIon. The danger is that 'published'
criticism will wind up being synonylTM)US with a·bunchof·work-between-rovers. To take one other example that
I forgot earlier, how is it possible that the British sf
community has not garlanded Nick Lowe with the
laurels he deserves for his 2O+-yellr stint of film
reviewing in lulrr.ime? Easy - he hasn't published a
book of sf criticism. and so gets ignored in this sort of
conversation,

'.5.

Jon.,than McCalmont: The nebulous concept of being
'property informed' is what makes me slightly
uncomfortable in all of this. If you set the bar as highly
as Andrew seemed to in his first post (though his llC'C'OIld
posI clarifies that position to a more inclusive one) then
there's a real whiff of snobbery to that requirement.
You're also right that the delineation between short
vs. long fOnTI criticism as well as online vs. dead tree
publication makes a huge difference. At the moment, as
someone who is only starting to move from 'reviewer' to
'critic',there'sa real sense that there are a series of
increasingly refined tiers above me with the upper limits
leading to publication in dead tree format.
Any award would have to choose where it drew the
line and therefore what it said about the nature of
criticism. Many of the more established critics seem to be
qui~
pro-status quo in this,. which is fairly
understandable_ But I think that being more inclusive
would prob.1bly do some good in not only making
criticism feel acaossible rather than some obscure and
rarefied quasi-academic pursuit and that might
encourage some of us lower-tier critics and even
encourage some consumers of SF to become critics as
well.
So I would be in favour of an award that was
democratic and didn't make any distinction between
online or paper publication, Being more inclusive might
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also mean that the address books of people looking to
compile future critical anthologies might get a little bit
thicker. What I'm saying is that aside from just
rewarding the best crilicism. depending upon how the
award was constructed you could also use it to help
energise the st fanbase a bit. That isalsoa consideration.
Graham Sleight: It's a shame that we h.wen't had more
not non-fiction writers themselves
contributing 10 thl> discussion. We've been doing a 101 of
presuming what people in general want with precious
liltledata.

people who are

Martin tewis: Do thost' people e)(isl~ Or rather, there
are plenty of people who read fiction without wanting to
produCt' it but are there people who read non-fiction
(beyond reviews) who have no interest in producing it?
How many poople who buy - for E'),;ample - TIle ArlJllir
C C'JaTtr Au'lml: A CriliClll Allthology do so from the
positioro of ~ral reader? I su5pe(1 not many.
tU; Batty: I don't write any non-fiction. I don't read a lot
01 non-fiction. but I do read V«lor and Flmlldatiun and
other odds and ends (I've read the Tiptree bio). and I'm
quite happy with a recommended reading list. Sinct'
there seems to be interest from the ffi('mbers in
nominating books this year, I don't see why we can't just
stick with a member-nominated and member-voted
award for what bits of non-fiction the members enjoyed
~ in lhe year, and i-ndude books, essays, online posts
and e\-erything else in with it. If there were a juried
award created with potential jurors being those who are
properly equipped to judge the scholarly merit of the
non-fiction they review then I would have no problem
with that, but I like the BSFA awards being something
for the proles of the BSFA to vote on.
Graham Sleight: [Rspite appearances. I think I mind
about awards a 101 Ies.s than most people I know in lhe
field. I'm invoh-ro in some, I want to see them done
....-el.. but everything I say sits in that larger context. I
think it's one of the reasons I'm Ie5sCOllCt'med than most
if the non-fiction award vanishes. I would rather see it
done not at all than ina way which didn't rornmand
legitima<y, and which didn't provide a manifestly equal
basis for all kinds of non-fiction to compete. I ha\'e
cett.ainly come to the conclusion over the last year that
whale\'er validation I may get in my career as a nonfiction writer, I shouldn't expect it to come from a .....ards;
whkh is fUlt', and there are other kinds of validation.
This is the reason - and god knows it's a controversial
view round here - that I think this year's solution of a
TeCOl1U1'\Cndl'd list ralher than an award is quite an
l.'1olgant one. It recognises the diversity (and
incomparability) of different works, it doesn't place the
authors/editors under the pressun! of expectation that an
award generates, and it short-circuits the whole question
of H\Vho is able to make a property informed decision?"
- whiw still showing that the BSFA recogni.ses the
importance of this area.
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F.1....h. Mendlesohn: Craham. the voted-<Jfl non-fiction
award commanded a fair bit of legitimacy until the
BSFA committee publicly declared otherwisE:' and
abandoned it. That we now have to work out how to
'restore' such legitimacy ispreci!iCly due to this action in
the first place, If the same action had been taken for the
Art award - which until effort was put in, had become
'/lJler..olle rover of the year', then! would ha\'e been a
similar outcry, I am aware the BSFA 'consulted' but
what they never actually did was to put the decision to a
vote of the membership at the AGM
Paul Kinca.id: I think ....-e are starting 10 get a consensus
that we need an award. We may actually need several
awards, but in general there seems to be agreement that
an award for non-fiction is a good thing.
(Nobody has yet made the obvious statement that an
award which does not actually present an award is
either ludicrous or a dereliction of duty - so I will.)
The disagreement is all about detail: one category or
many? Popular vole or jury or.$OlTll! sort of rombinalion
of the two? How 10 constitute thejury?etcetc. (And can
someone please explain to me why we should consider
there isa dilferenct' between online and print reviewing?
I write both and it rnakes not one jot of dilference to how
I write, the arguments I construct. or the views I
present.) There is clearly some need to work out how the
award shouk! be constituted. But just because we don't
yet ha\-e a system whidt satisfies everyone (does any
award?) is no reason 10 flounce around and say
thelclore ....-e shouldn't ha\'e an award.
As has been pointed out. an awanl is not just a jolly
for the winner. Awards work in many ways to reward
the best, to encourage the good, to promote good work
to those who might not encounter it, to serve as a
standard bearer, to include (and there are a number 01
people, both here and tho:le I I",vc Mn ,n
commurncation with privately, who ha\'e said that as
peopk- who primarily or v.dusively write non-fiction
they fe.eI excluded by the BSFA). All 01 these things are
part of the original and ongoing remit of the BSFA,. 50 it
seems like a natural organisation to run anon-fiction
award. More than that, it seems to me that if the BSFA
chose to abandon the non-fiction award it would be
tuming its back on a large part of what it is supposed to
be doing.
And a final small but possibly not unimportant
point: the major reference sources in the field,. such as
the SF Encyclopedia. only give award winners. So in
most places people are likely to consult in future the
2fX!7 BSFA Non-Fiction Award will either be given as
'No Award', or will have disappeared from the public
record altogether.
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Long Live The UK SF Scene
by Niall Harrlson
At about this time last year, srx magazine did
something quite unexpected: they launched a
competition to find new ...·rilers. Sure, they did it in a
typic3l1y ack-handed way - the first draft of the rule5
imposed ludicrous copyright restrictions, stating thal all
entranl!i ·irrevocably assign to Future Publishing
Umited all intellertual property righl!i that they ha"e in
",ny part of lhe worid in their stories and wah-e ",11 their
moral right"; fortunately they ...."erequickly revised - but
wir hearts did ~ to be in the right place. The issues
immediately following the announe:emenl for instance,
included writing tips from ]ustina Robson. JalTll"S
Lovegrove and Steph Swainston, all of which were
subsequently included (along with ;m introduction by
Adam Roberts; no prizes for guessing which publisher
sponsored the competition. then) in a small book
(eaturing the winning and runner-upslories,
Reading through P"lp Idol,as it was inevitably titled,
what's surprising is Iww sucky most of the stories aren't
To a certain extenl this can be attributed to adjusted
expectations: you go into the book knowing Ihat all the
featured writers will be previously unpublished. and
that (the W\;..:"'~~ of Nu/un's FutUre!! 50:'rle5,. and Uruce
Holland Rogers' World Fantasy Award win fOf nU'
Krylwlt Optm. notwithstanding) there's only going to be
so much theyC3n do in UXKl words. It's unarguable that
most of the stories deploy W most common of Mtropes
- the end at the world, scientific experimenl!i gone
wrong. first contact - and that a lot 01 them end cheaply,
with PitheT death or a puncfUine, But the best of the
book's offerings - such as Emily Salter's 'Unfinished', in
which a girl's drawings come to life with pretty much
the consequences you'd e»peel - do actually ....-ork as
stories. which is no mean feal (Not 10 mention the fad
thal whatever il!i other failings, a piece like Mark
Dunn's 'Sense and Insensibility' deserves a ccrtain
amount of credit for creating a story in which the phrase
~I could literally feel Rose's eyes rolling~ isn't a
Thoggism,)
What's also a litlle surprising is how unusual it feels
to read through a selection of short stories that are all or
almost all (one assumes. although srx is sold beyond
these isles) by British writers.lt's~natruismfora
good few years that short fiction is no longer the heart of
sf, but given that there are more and more British
markets for short fiction. it's nalKt-able that there are
fewer and fewer British writers filling them. Those
established British writers who are still producing
notable short fiction - such ;tS Stephen Baxter, lli
Williams, Alastair Reynolds, lan McDonakL or Char~
Stross - are publishing almost exclusi\"ely in US venues.
ReynoIds and McDonald,. in fact. bo(h have stories on
the current BSFA Short Fiction Award ballot that were
first published in the Us. NeitheT is it the case,;tS far as I
can tell. that there's an impatient queue of talent behind
them waiting to use up the horne-turf slots. Of at least.

thaI's the impression I've ~n fonning.. which is why I
sat down to read a pile of British magazines.
It's getting on for three years since W transfer of
authority, so now also 5ft'nlS like a fair time to take
stock of how the TTA Press incamatioro of Int~orrl' is

doing. At first glance, at least. the picture is of rude
health: the magazine is smarter, shinier, and more
perfect-bound than it has ","'er been. In the non-fiction
departments, okJ favourites - Scores. Mutant Popcorn (a
roI.lection of Nick Lo"'"e's criticism seems long O\'erd~
someone fix this, please?). Ansible link - are still in
place, and if none of the new review features, such as
Sarah Ash's Mangazone, have quite reached the same
must-read status, well. it's still gratifying to see the
magazine anempting to increase the di\"ersity of its
coverage, from computer games to radio shows and
everything in between, Adminedly some of the longer
features, such as 1Z206's intervil"w with David
Naughton and Camden Toy, do have an uneasily
superficial SFX vibe aoout them, and you sometimes
wondl"r how far Irrter"'_,me ;5 going to go in that
directi.on. But if such features get new readers to pick up
the magazine, that's no bad thing. right? Because the
fiction's still there.
Well. yes it is - as, thankfully, is the tradition of
publishing the wirmt'r of the James White Award;
whim makes a striking contrast with Pulp Idol, since
Deirdre Ruane's 'Lost Things S.wed In Boxes" (1Z196)
w;tS one of the strongest stories published by the
magazine in 2005 - but like the non-fiction and O\'erall
magazine fonnat it's changed quite dramatiall1y since
the Pringle era. and not always for the better, Clearly
the new editorial staff NWI' the right and the oeed to put
their own stamp on the magazine, But with the
exception of a few stalwarts (such as, er, Richard Calder;
or more posilively, Chris Beckctt. who provides this
issue's best story, and who in many wa)'s seems more at
home in this version of llllrr-Olle an)'wa)'l. every time I
pick up an issue I'm still slightly surprised how few
familiar names. British or otherwise, arc on the cover
(not to mention how few female names). As I say, this
shift is not Ix!causc the other members of the older
stable are no longer producing short fiction: Alastair
Reynolds, for instance, whose short fiction is arguably
his belt work.. had three stories from 2005 reprinted in
various Year's Best anthologies, But none of them were
first published by I,rler..otll', and while that may well be
beca~ they weren't e,'er submilled, it's hard to escape
a sense that the work of someone like Reynolds just
doesn't quite fit any mon'. (It is perhaps noteworthy
that Reynolds' 2006 roI.lection c.urdic North is dedicated
to Da"id Pringle,) Andy Cox and his team's idea of
what good si short fiction is, or should be, in the 21st
century clearty differs quite dramatically from that 01
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l11e contributions to 1Z206 demonstrate this vision
in much the same way that the contributions to !'\'ery

by Niall
Harrison
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other Cox issue have dcmorn.l.rated it. It's something
visible not 50 much in lhestories' contenl-theis5ueis
not particularly diverse on that front,. but overall the
magazine is no mon' rigorous now about what 'scie~
fiction' is than it ever was - but in their approach. Jamie
Barras' '1be Beckrepc(, for inslan(e, is a planetary
scavenger hunt the characters spend their time
rummaging through the ruins of an obliquely described
biological factory-stroke·habitat, hunting for the Fll..
drive that the surrounding alien civilisations won't sell

"5;!l!~~~i!1

Iii

them. Some awkward reappropriiltion
of terms from molecular biology aside

e....e can express our reserve

ship~, ooe
dIilracter says; well, okay, sort of). the
story is written smoothly enough. but
never deh'es deeply enough into its
setting to earn either its title or its
ending, At the other end of the
spectrum,. content-wise, is Tim Akers'
'Dist1'O'. Akers has appeared a few times
in /Jlle,.....o,u' now, not to mention in TI,e
TI'ird Altallalil>e before that,. and 'Distro'
is a reasonably sharp piece of horrorinf1t!cted near-futun' sf about a distributed personality,
with striking details (a Iattoois ~a murderet'sdream of a
butterlly"') enlivening an ultimately quile conventional
plot. But heTe too the ending. while not coming out of
the blue, exactly, st'l'IT\S to ha\'t' been designed more to
get the story o\'er with than to provide any kind of
resonan(e with what came before. Two otner stories in
the issue, Robert Davies' 'The Ship', and Jae Brim's 'The
Nature of the Beast' are shorter and more heavy-handed
-neither is as far above the level of Pulp Idol as it should
be - but what all foor have in common is a narrowness
of focus. None of them are directly about different or
potential worlds,. in the dassK way of si short stories;
rather, they'n' about characters who have distinctly
limited viewpoinl5 of diffell'flt or potential ....orIds,.
which is gn'at for the reader if you're Paolo Bacigidupi
or lan McDonakl and can pull off the 50rt of background
world-building that requires without short-changing
your character5, but not so satisfying if you aren't and
can't.
[mention McDonald advisedly, because his shadow,
or specifically that of his BSFA-nominated story 'The
Dijnn's Wife' (As;mOI"S, July 2006) looms long over one
of lZ206's would-be major stories. Will Mdntosh's'Soft
Apocalypse' (lL"OO, nominated for a BSFA Award last
year) was perhaps the quinlt"5sential New 'ntn-..or~
story, in that it centred on a character who wasn't just
struggling to adapt to the futun', but struggling to
l'l."C'Ogniw what sort of future he was in, and 'The New
Chinese Wives' takes something of a similar approach.
The story is set in a China where the goverl\lTlL>nt has
started to provide video wives - walking.. talking.
autonomous illusions - for the glut of Little Emperors
produced by contemporary birth-rontrol policies, and as
with 'Soft Apocalypse', the focus on a \'ery real social
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issue lends the piece an admirably down-lo-earth tone.
The vlewpoinl charilcter - an old man whoge 501\ is one
of the first men in the neighbourtlood to many ooe of
the New Wi\'('$ - is al50 St'1lsitively drawn. It's
instructive to look at the ways in which McDonakl's
story, set in the India of Rim' of Cods (2004), where men
outnumber the women several times over, does
something very similar and quite a lot beller, For
starters, McDonald's story assigns its video spouse a
personality and some agency - a move Ihat ratchets il a
couple of notches up the implausibility ladder, bul gives
the whole scenario that ml.lCh more depth and power.
For another, McDonald is simply a beller writer. his
images ilre more vi\-id,. his characters betler developed.
And thelt' is a lot d~ going on in MdJonatd's future and sun', that il5pect of'1'he Djinn's Wife' benefils ffQnl
having a complete and thoroughly excellent novel
standing behind il, but it still highlights the limitations
of 'The New Chinese Wives', McDonald's story fluidly
integrates style and content; Mclntosh's story nods
towards a complelt world, but in the end is more of a
Cort(ept skelch. a shadow of a story proper.
Lastly, then. is Oris Beckctt's 'Kalt'l's Prayer'. I said
earlier thal Beckett seems In !IOme ways mon' at home
here than in Pringle's l"kr-..ol~, lor example with stories
like 'Piccadilly CiKUs' (1Z198) - set half in a vibrant
virtual London. and half in the ruined n'al London th.:it
lies beneath the illusion-50 it's it liule ironic that his
contribution to this issue isn't in that vein. In fact, it
stands out by abandoning the world almost entin'ly,
'Karel's Prayer' is the story of the interrogation of one
!<arel Slade, a "prominent Christian leader" and, it
transpires, one of the brains behind the Soldiers of the
Holy Ghost, a group devoted to the maintenarw:: of
~hul11iln integrity~, and not above blowing up genelic
engineering facilities, or AI research labs,. to prove the
point (think cunent pro-life groups on steroids), Most of
the story lakes pba' in an extremely short period of time
- maybe iln hour - and revolves around Karel's
interactions wilh the govelTU1'lCTlt officials who have
captured him and (it seems) an' planning to tortun' him
until he reveals the names. passwords and plans they
want. The twist, half-way through - is Karel actually
Karel, or is he some kind of copy? - is not unexpected,
bul Beckell handles both lhe transition and its
implicatiom well, to the point where, just for a minute,
you find yourself thinking. well, if he is only a copy,
then maybe exlreme methods aren't as unjustifit'd as
they would be with the original, In otheT words. 'KareJ's
Praye( is the $OTt of question-driven story that we still
think of first when we think of short science fiction. It
has some of the Aaws of il5 form - notably Karel's
charilctl'r is a bit thin, relying a little too much on the
reade(s external knowledge - but, simply by paying
attention to Ihe situation it establishes and the
consequen(es that flow from it,. rather than moving
dazedly through a partial world, it manages to evi~
mon' intellectual and emotiooal vigour than the rest of
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the issue put together.
I don'l wanl anyone to rofI"Ie away from this thinking
that I think the new 1,rlt'r...Dl1.. is worth1ess, or that
Pringle's 'nl","JII'" was an uroalloyed golden age: neither
is true. But I have 5l.J'Illt' fairly serious ft'5t'rvations about
the direction in which COll: and Co, are taking the
magazine. [f anything.. they've aS5l'rtt'd th('ir editorial
vision too clearly: 1Z206 is typical in that, 'Karel's Prayer'
aside,th('l'('isalackoftonaldiversity.Whichmeansthot
though the stories can be relied on for certain virtues
(primarily decent sentences,. but also a certain intensity),.
they also tend to share the same flaws (structural
UI'lC\'enness,. unsatisfying worid-building.. heavy·handed
resoIutionsl. Of the magvjne's identifiable stable 01 new
writers. perhaps only Karen D. Fishier succeeds at
marrying this partkular style 10 a satisfying tak on a
I't'gUlar basis. And while it's always weloorne to see her
stories, ilnd those of some other newer American writers
like Mdntosh, E[izilbcth Beilr, and Jay takl', it's clear
thatI'm going to have to look elsewhere {or the Brits.
Of course, thai's fair enough: while it would be nice to
think Irrl","...iIfr.. is not unfriendly to British writers.. there's
no reason it should be the only place we look for their
work, and even less reason that it should be expected to
serve as a lrilining ground for newbies. As I implied
earlier, the UK 'zine scene is actually not in ood health at
the moment,. from JlIpiln' and AIA-d" On.. to more recent
additions like Wendlcy Bradley's Fllrlhillg, which
launched ilsfirst issue back at Intcr.lction in 2005. [n the
year.and-a-bit since th('n there have been four issues of
Forllriu!;, all of which have featured an admirably clean
layout and some of the most striking magazine rovers
I've seen in ages, in addition to storie5 by writers such as
Cherith Baklry, Andrew J. Wilson and Ruth Nestvold,
Perhaps lhose names are a bit misJeading.. though.
becaUSE' for the mo5l part Fortlrillg has an intimate,
c1ubby fee~ and you probably woo't recognise most of
the writers il publishes..
like 11l1n-..oIrt', though. it's staked out a clear patch of
territory, and whatever reservalions I'm about to express
it should be Silid up.front that editorial vision is much
prefer<lble to wishy-washin('ss. The first issue's editorial
promised Hstories that are short, stories that are funny,
stories thilt tell us something we haven't thought of
beforeH, and IT"IOSI of lhe maleria[ they've published has
succeeded at least on the first two counts. Most nut/rill'
stories, even tile ones that don't quite come off, are
quirky and deft; their defining characteristic. in fact,. is
chann. A good number of them - such as, in issue t
Lucy A. Snyder'$ 'Sar.l and the TdKats', or Merrie
Haskell's 'Dead Languages' - are downright perky. And
while there are e~cursions into horror (William l.
Lengemann llI's 'WHly and Topsy', in which an elephant
mllCls a grisly fate) and science ficlion (Matthew S.
Rotunda's 'Brains', in which people use plug-and-play
electronic hardware 10 augment their inlelligence). most
of what you'll rmd in any given iSSUE' of Filrlhing is

offbeat fantasy. There is iI tendency 10
publish the occasional story that mist.lkes
thid:. clumsy prose for eler.ance - in this
issue, 'Cod's Madmen' by Robert
Devereaux. an overlong piece 01 quasiVictoriana that occasionally captures the
poignancy of a utopian dream in a falling
world, but mol'(' often bogs down - but
ITJQSt stories can be relied on to have an
engaging lightness of touch that makes
the magazine easy to pick up and read.
The inevitable downside is thal a light
touch can loo easily become lightweighL
To demonstrate what I mean. let me go
back to HaskeU's story, since it's argllably the most
typical entry in this issue of the magazine's output as a
whole. 'Dead Languages' is lhe slory of LilJiao. a largeboned (or, in her own words. fat) :zs.-year-old recruited
by her feisty friend Annabel to star in an independent
film that she insists will be a serllliHdy feminist
Il."interpret..tion of several recent Hollywood vampire
nicks.. From somewhere the props department has
acqUired a genuine ancient scroll and when Lillian
reads out IIle incantation it carries. wackiness ensues, as
evel)'one takes on the role lhey were performing for
real. If you're thinking this sounds like an episode of
Bllffy, that', becau"iE' the aforementioned incantatIOn
might as well be a direct lift of the spell that Ir.lnsforms
Sunnydale in the S('ilson two episode 'Halloween' - and
while the debt is ..cknowledged, and Haskell has a nire
line in witty dialogue, the story never really moves
beyond that reference point. Moreovcr, while it's a nice
touch Ihat the spell isn't undone at the end of the
episo"H"H"Hstory. it's an ending thal - if you stop and
think about it - does feel a little bit unearned, a little bit
too much like a wish-fulfillment for UIJian. But lhen. il's
not dear 10 me thal Haskell is trying for anything more
thiln a piece of manning froth. and on thal Je,.'('[ the
slory sucreeds ccmplelely.
FIlTII'ing al50 does better than IIIIrr-..ollf on the maleto-female ratio in the table of contents; but it's no more
help to me in trying to find those elusiv(' new British
writ('rs. Unless r miss my guess. every contributor to
issue 4 is American, which does seem a little
incongruous when the editor is oo"iE'd in Lor1don. and
the rover is of an artwork in a Sheffield gallery. (Issue 5
is more Bril-hea,oy; enough. at least. to stage a FtlTllrmg
reading in London at the end 01 January.) Mind you. the
best summation of the enterprise is probably the fact that
the quote on the CO\'('r from Ursula K Le Cuin is
HCooler than ASflllOO'5 Which it undeniably is (not that
that's hard); just don't expect the fiction to be A.'lta,
necessarily,
H

•

Which brings me, sort of, to Postscripts, a magaZine that
has never seemed to me to live up 10 its provenance. PS
Publishing is, after all far and away the UK's most
reliable genre small press. and Pete Crowther has a solid
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history of short fiction rditing, not least in the series of
anthologies he's edited for DAW - including Moon Shols
MJm Probrs (2002).. Con5l~/""i,ms (2005).. and
Forlnddm PIIIIIt" (2006) - almost all of whidl. as it
happens. include a high proportion of British
contributors. (Indeed. in the case of Consldlll~$,
exclusively British contributors.) So you'd think
PO!itsaipls might be wh.lt I'm after, and the more so
when you consider that it has a wider remit than any of
the other magazines considered here, in that it will
h:lppily include criow and horror
stories, :Ind even mainstre:lm pieces
with no diSCl'mible genre eleownts,
alongside scienCl!' fiction and fantasy.
The Summer 2006 issue (,7), in fact.
includes two such pieces - 5tephen
Yolk's 'A Pilper TISSUe', in which a
middle-aged rouple on holiday in
llaly start 10 fiKe up 10 the slate of
their relatiomhip, and Jack Dann's
'The Method', which describes a
fictional enrounter betWffO JFK and
Marilyn Monroe - although sadly
neither is anything special. If there
was an 11,,"'08' for mainstreilm fiction
(I'm imagining a magazine of solidly
crafted, tidily plotted stories with no ambition
whatsoever),bothwould fit right in.
And perhaps that's Postsc:ripls' problem. It's not just
that it's not 0001, but Ihat it completely lacks what, for all
my ~rvations about them. both Imn-...,mt' and Ftutlrillg
ha\-e in spades: personality. It consists almost entirely of
middling work by midlist writers - allllO!il always
perr.ctJy competent, almD5t never blessed with the spark
of originality, or the urgent sense that they nm1td to be
told. Take, fOf' instanre, Vaughn Stranger's "Touching
Distana"', which relates the story of a blind man
recruited as an experimental sub;ect for il tactile
bodysuit th.lt might e\·ent1.lally allow him to 'see' using
his skin. The centr.ll concept is nicely sketched-out, and
we empathise enough with Joe Milrkheim for the
ultimate revelation about the trauma that led to his
blindness to bo:! effective, bUI still, we've seen both
before. Similarly, lan Creasey's folktale riff 'The
Fisherman of Northolt' has a slriking opening line
(Illey say the sea eats love wken it can't drink bones")
but singularly fails to do anything we don't expect. Both
are far more traditional and idea-drh-en than most
lntn-..ont or Ftulhmg sto~ and welcome on that level,
and both are diverting enough ways to spend. fifteen
minutes; but neilher does anything 1II'If'. At the same
time, the issue's IT\OI'1! sel.f-consciously stylistic pieces'False D.1wn of Parrots' by Rhys I-Iughesand 'Tcnoatoas
Metaphor' by T.M. Wright - seem clumsy and
somewh.lt pointless next to similar bul more polished
examples of such work from InltT'..fJIlt. And none of
them stand out as Ha PO!itsaipls storyH.
What good work the magazine does feature tends to
(1999)..

3.

come from the names you already rerogni!ie. If nothing
else, PO!ilscripls deserves some credit for giVing a
continuing British \-enue to Zoran Zivkovic:. (Who
knows whether Crowther poadled him from lnltr..,()~,
or whether Cox just doesn't want Zivkovic's work, or
whether it's for some other reason entirely.) "The
Elevator' is the last in a quartet of related stories - '1he
Cell-, 'The Hospital Room', and 'The Hotel Room'
haVing appeared in issues 4, 5 and 6 respectively - and
follows the saIll(' basic strueture as its forbears. fOClJsing
on a protagonist visited by four varyingly enigmatic
guests, eilch of whom tells him a story. By itself, 'The
Elevator' is solid Zivkovic, but as in earlier story-eycles,
what makes the story sing is the way it draws together
and intel'(Olll'll'C\s the whole: this time around, the
guests are the protagonists of the earlier pieces, and
though the precise owaning of the various teaming
motifs and symbols is (as ever) open to interpretation,.
FOllr 51orie; I" Iht flrd may be ZivkovK's most satisfying
work in this vein sin«' Sn>m TOllma ifMIISic..
"The Exd\ange' by Tony Ballantyne (a Brit! And
another apparent Intn-..,()nt exile. while we're making a
list) is aoo fiOl' st1.lff, although odd, and atypical for its
author, being a very low-key story about some British
children on iln exchange to Nazi Germany during an
aitemllteWorld War Two. It's a real shame that the story
head notes impose an interpretation on the evcnts that
follow, because to me it's actually subtlc and allusive
enough that it can be read in several different ways; the
innOC'l."nte of leenage love (or hormones, if you prefer) is
e\'oked well by Ballantyne, and deverly used to
highlight the largely uncommented-on lingering
wrongness of the !letting. And though it never gives way
10 moralising. 'The Exchange' is also arguably the only
story thal comes ~ tn arn;wering the call for more
political fiction. issued by L",cius Sftepard in his gl.>CSl
editorial - Mbe incautious in your pronouncements and.
at the same time, canny in your rooceal~ts 1•.•1make
the reader fee1 the dimension and Oilt1.lre of their own
peril, even while addicting them to your product~ although that fact only serves to emphasise once more
the hodge-podge nature of the magazine. Poslsaipts is a
collection of parts in search ofa whole.
It's hard 10 know whilt to make of a new magazine Ihalas Yorkshire-bascd Hllb does - opens its first issue, for
no readily apparent rea!iOf\, with a reprint. particularly
when it's a reprint as lightweight as Bud Webster's
'BubOO Pritc:nert and the Spacr Aliens'. The story was
first published in An4log in 1994, and is a brisk, breezy,
dialoguto-driven ~ about 5OfTll" aliens who rock into
town one night with a spaceship in need of repairs. The
title character, .....ho t1.Ims out to be a member of the
Saucer Nuts of America. happily helps them out, along
with friends who say useful things like ~Wait a minute,
guys, we've read enough science fiction to know... Iplot
point is fairly improOObler. If you like that sort of thing
you'll like this, but to me it comes over as asthmatically
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in·bll'd -and it's not a vcry good gUide to tne n-st of the
magazir>e, which skcws more to tne fantasylhorror end
of the spectrum, Mind you, then- are several other, monpressing. reasons to worry about tne editorial team's
judgement. namely that most of tne stories aren't \'cry
good: fiction editor Lee Harris may think that JalTll.'S
Targeu's ~characterisations an- among tne best tne'sl
ever read~, but wnen the n-Ievant story opens with such
aclunkyparagraphasthisIf Ox owOlXl a motorcycle jad<ct lhen il h.xI been
hung-up somewhen! to gat~ dust and fond
memories. Now ne WOtS just another bloke with a
rec:eding hairline and a paunch hanging ""..... his
Ittid<. !eaU- bell. Andy the ~ ~ didn'l kno\o,'
the bklke's real name, but Ox seemed like the right
kind of nalJlC fOf a n!tired Hell's Angel. There w~
nothing else to speculalt' on. il WOl5 another
Wednesday afternoon. anet 015 usual,. The I:>r'O'ws
Arms was dead.
-you do ~art to wonder, Simply on a sentence-bysentence level. that's 001 \'('ry good (ungainly ~Iion
of ~naJTll"~ in the third senteoct', for instance). and
neither is it a good introduction to either Ox or Andy,
We know what Ox looks like and that Andy likes to
speculate about people; that's iL 'Old Gods' isn't actuillly
all bad; once il gets going. it turns into a Gaimanesque
encounter with some old Gods (yes. Ox is one) that
satisfyingly resiSIS explanation, although it's always
possible that the answers were contained in the roIumn
that apparently went missing from page 23. But the
hyperbole around it does the story, and the magazine in
gentril" no favO\.lrsatall,
Similar distractions crop up elsewhere. After
AIa5dair Stuart's 'Connected' (one of a number of really
quite short slories in the issue, almost all of which fall at
the beller end of the Pul" Idol quality s~lrum), fOr
example, we are told thal ~Al Stuart is one of the nicest
guys you'll ever meet. but if he ever invites you into his
head for five minutes make your excuses and leave
Seriously," That may well be true, and the desire to talk
up your authors is understandable, but Hllb'sapprooch
isa bit much-particularly when, as is the case with
Stuart, the author works on the magazine as non·fiction
editor. Even the relatively sedatebio for Eugie F()!;ter~
whose 'Wanting to Want', a grimy contemporary
fantasy about a drug-addicted prostitute who is offtlred
a complete identity transplant, is probably the issue's
best offering - can't resist an exhausted ~·phew"" at its
end.
The nonfiction (eatures are as uneven as the fiction,.
and the o\'erall selection is downright weird. In no
particular order, among other things then-', a bluffer's
guide to EmgoJl, an entire double spread of (breathlessly
enthusiastic) reviews, a somewhat pointless-seeming
article on 'Invisibility in the Real World' (by Stuart
himself). a piece 00 'Writers Who Blog' by Christopher
Brosnahan (ilbout NGaiman, Hamilton. Adams and CoN
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Molly Brown (actually a significantly
truncated transcript of their discussion
at a BSFA tondon Meeting last
summer). E:<panded \'ersioos of these
last two pieces are available on the
magazine's websile, which is something
of a mixed blessing. I'm .....ell aware how
tricky it Gln be togl'l theword-eount-to-spare-available
calculation right. and you can see how this strategy
maki!s sense for an interview, but the print \'('rsion 0(
Brosnahan's pWa- simply ends up feeling. like too much
of the rest of Hub, choppy and incomplete,

I

0

Thus endeth the journey. 1llere's not much point trying
10 say, 00 the ~MS of one issue apiece, which one of
these magazines is the best (although I'm pretty sure
Hub is the worst, and that it will need 10 get quite a bit
mono' pro~1 quite quickly if it's going to survive).
Quality is always going to be \'ariable, never mind the
fact that different magaziroes serve different audiences.
And while it is somewhat unsatisfying that a sur"ey or
British short fiction magalinec; doesn't gi\'e me the
opporl1Jnity to talk about writers like ReynoIds. Stf05$,
Baxter and McDonaId, in the end that's a bit of a red
herring. All four (and ott>ers) are happily publishing in
other yenul'5 that are eas}' enough for me to track down.
and we don't have a drastic shortage of new British sf
wrilers- they're just breaking in, like Hal o..Jncanand
Juslina Robson,. at no,'el length. There is a larger
concern. though. which is; I'm as avkl a short ~ory
n-ader ilS anyone I know, and none of these magazines
an- satisfying me - certainly not in comparison to their
US equivillents. It's not just that the stories are, almost
without exception, better in US venues such as F&SF; it's
that an anthology like TU'lmly Cpics has a n-al sense of
community about it" nOI in the dubby Fnrthing sense, but
in il more energetic, restless sense. In compari50n, the
magazinl'5 above almost can't help being a
disappointment" not least because I think there was a
sense, in the late '90s. that in Irllcr...rmt we had a
magazine with a similar vibraocy, one that could
compete with its transatlantic cousins on an even
(ooting. No longer. These days. we may have the
writers, but we don't have the scene.
Works discussed
-F~rlhing4.cd.lVl'ndyBrJdll')',
<http://www.fartltingmJg<>~i",,-<."I'lnV'>

fM' \, at Loe Hams. <htlp"J/www.hu~lTIJg.co.ukl>
-/nlrr:ont' 206, l'ds. AndyCox. DJy;d ~btth...w , Jetse de Vries,
Lil; Willi<Jrns, And ....... Hl'dg«<.!Ck..
~

<hltp-JJw-·.ttapres6.rornI\Z.html>
-Pf)Slscripts7,ed.PeterCrowthcr,
<hIlp"Jlwww.pspublishing,co.uk/>
-Pulp/dol, published by Futur(' l'ublishing l.ld as a

supplement to~. <hltp-Jlwww.5f:<.ro.uk/>
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The Dark Side of the Boom
t the end of November, at about four hours'
notice, I wound up CQnd~ctin~ an interview
with Jo Fletcher, Editonal Dlrcctor of the
Gollancz sf lisl. (What, you don't come to the
BSFA London meetings? You're missing so much...
check
out
hllp://www.bsfa.co.ukl
index.dm/section.events.) It was at about four hours'
notice beciluse Claire Weaver, the scheduled
interviewer, came down with some hideous lurgy on
the day and I was shuffled into her place. Claire had
carefully prepared and cleared with Jo a set of
questions, and I think I rather threw her by coming
up with my own in a frantic Tube journey. One of
them was very obvious but managed to elicit an
extremely interesting answer: I asked Jo what she felt
was distinctive about the Gollancz list compared 10
her competitors - Orbit. Voyager, MacMillan/Tor,
and so on, She Aid - and I don't have the benefit of a
transcript or recording so I'm paraphrasing from
memory and notes _ that the Britishness of the list
was what marked it out.
In part, she was clear, this was an economic
decision: Gollancz likes to buy all the rights 10 a book
!lO that it ciln :sell foreign-Ianguilge rights in,. for
instance, other European countries. Doe can't do that
when one is publishing the British edition of a book
originated by, say, Tor or Eos in the US. But W il150
defended it as an aesthetic stance; that British sf is the
equal of any being written at the moment. and the
Gollancz list is a showcilsc for that. Whatever you
think of th.:lt judgmellt, it's had good and bad
consequences. The good is what gets called
generically the British Boom: the vast majority of the
writers associated with thal movement (Wholtever the
hell it is, and whether it's over, just beginning. or
simply a figment of our collective imaginations) are
published by Gollancz.. The bad is that British reader.;
who don't get the chance to go 10 specialist
bookshops or attend US conventions will find it
much more difficult to pick up on the bunch of very
interesting things going on in sf across the Atlantic,
which are almost totally invisible if you wander into
a Watcrstone's, Even the more important books don't
get published over here: Robert Charles Wilson's
Spin, last year's Hugo winner, Vernor Vinge's
RllillllOfl'$ End, and Peter Watts's Blilldsight, many
people's favorite sf novel of 2006 - not one of them
has a British edition in prospect.
But behind this front rank of stuff we're not
getting to see is another layer of work which marks, I
think, where the field is going; and it's even harder to
happen across by accident. This is the work I referred
to l.:Ist issue as genre-mixing.. and there's no doubt in
my mind that it's the predominant tTCfld in
speculative fiction over the last decade - if not in
sales, then certainly in aesthetic interest and influence
outside the genre. So I want to try to offer a f_
pointers to where some good work of this kind can be
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found. Kclly Link is scarcely underground these days,
her work having won Hugo, Nebula, and World
Fantasy Awards, and her last collection Mngic for
Begilmers having been picked as one of Time's five
books of 2005. But to my mind, her first book Stroll};"
Things Happnl is even more interesting: riskier, more
varied in tone and content, though unlike the later
book, not without its occasional failures. Once you've
entered Link's imaginative terrain, you don't easily
forget it non-sequitur deadpan weirdness is
delivered in tight declarative sentences with little
cognitive gaps beh-'een them, like the jolts you feel as
you fall asleep. Both books are available from Small
BeeT Prt'5S (www.lcrw.net), the micro-publisher that
Link runs with her husband Gavin Grant. They also
publish lAdy Orurchlll's Rostttud Wrist/tt, an elegantly
designed zine for genre-mixing work, and a small
range of books. I'm currently working my way
through aJ'lCIlOO of their collections, AlOIn De Niro's
SkillIIy.Dipping hI !hl' Lakt of tilt Dmd, which is
experimmtal in very different ways from Link..
Byzantine soldiers invade an American college town
in the first story, a premise played out to the point
where e"eryone has to start learning Greek.
One charge that could be made against genremixing stories is that sometimes nothing much
happens, that they tend to be mood pieces gently
wafting striking images around in the hope that
they'll have some effect, Theodora Goss is a writer
who's got past this obstacle, as you'll know when you
run into heT image of the fairy-tale princess ordering
her world from the seat of a bulldo7..er. Her first
1"
thl'
Fortst
of
Forgetting
collection,
(http://www.forestofforgClting.com/) comes from
Prime Books, a morc prolific srn.:l]] press boosting leff
VanderMeer as one of its editorial ronsultants, One of
Goss's concerns is rewriting fairy-stories with
revisionist glee: the S<lme is true of M. (Mary) Rickert,
who's bcC'n publishing acclaimed stories in F&SF for
the last few years. Her first collection, Map of Dreams,
is a handsome hardcover from Golden Gryphon
(http://www.goldengryphon.coml)
It should be noted that, in what I've said before,
I've avoided labcling these folks as part of any
movement. My views on movements in sf is, as
previous columns have probably made clear, pretty
wary. If you want to ally these people to an affinity
group, then googling.. say, "Interstitial Arts
Foundation" or "New Wave Fabulists" should give
you all the team-spirit you need. But even more than
most forms, it seems to me, genre-straddling work is
about the individual .:Irtist ruthlessly refitting old
materials to their personal ends. Even if you have to
drum your fingers for a month for Amazon to deliver
them. each of the Ixloks I've mentioned will give you
a liye, individual "oice; and then' are many more out
there, waiting to be discovered,

